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Abstract

This thesis presents a novel stressed MEMS coplanar waveguide (CP'W) cantilever to

solve the limitations of conventional cantilevers in EFM measurements. The CPW

structure creates a matched impedance and shields the signal conductor along the

cantilever to improve bandwidth, reduce electromagnetic interference effects, and enable

better access to IC test points. The designed CPW cantilever is mounted on a large Si

substrate which acts as a holder. A tapered CPW connects a CPW line on the Si holder to

the stressed CPW cantilever in air. This thesìs focuses on selection conside¡ations,

theoretical calculation and analysis, design, modeling, simulation, fabrication, and testing

of CPW cantilevers.

This thesis presents selection considerations of the designed CPW cantilevers

according to electrical and mechanical requirements. It provides analyical expressions

and experimental fonnulas to compute the characteristic impedance, effective dielectric

constant, and attenuation of CPW lines. The theoretical calculations and analyses are

used to obtain the optimum dimensions of CPW cantilevers. HFSS electromagnetic

simulation results are used to modify and verify the performance of the designed CPW

cantilevers .

The designed CPW cantilever was fabricated at the MEMS lab at the University of
Manitoba. Materials used were conducting Al/Cu layers on a high-resistivity 1000 O-cm,

325 pm thick Si wafer covered with a thin SiO2 insulating layer. A BOE etchant was used

to remove unwanted SiO2 regions and form openings. A KOH etch was used to form a

preiiminary cavity and V-grooves on the Si holder backside. Al/Cu metallization was

evaporated and pattemed on top of a remaining 0.36 pm SiO2 layer to form the CpW

lines on the frontside of the Si wafer. A XeFz etch was then used to remove a remaining

40 ¡rm ofSi substrate below the cantilever and release the cantilever structure.

A simple model is developed to explain the mechanical cha¡acteristics of stressed

MEMS cantilevers. The stress, resonant Íiequency, spring constant, and quality factor are

calculated by using the dimensions of the stressed cantilevers. As an example, stressed

CPW cantilevers approximately 640 pm long result in a bending height of approximately

130 ¡rm.



The electrical propagation properlies of stressed CPW cantilevers are measured for

the frequency range 0.04-40 GHz. Measured retum loss of the CPW cantilevers was

found to be dominated by the lossy CPW-on-Si holder section of the cantilever. This was

approximately 3 dB at 20 GHz. The ¡eflection loss of a 575 pm CPW cantilever in air

was determined to be better than 0.7 dB at 20 GHz. Measured results are compared with

both calculated results using an equivalent ci¡cuit model and simulated results using

HFSS. Both the equivalent circuit model and HFSS simulation can approximately predict

the S-parameters of the stressed CPW cantilevers.
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InÍoduction

Chapter 1 Introduction

Integrated circuit (IC) technologies are rapidly evolving towards smaller size and higher

speed, and it is setting more difficult and the inability to measure the intemal signals

without disturbing the normal operation of a working device. A micro-electromechanical

systems (MEMS) probe capable of measuring signals at the intemal nodes of an IC would

be an ìnvaluable tool for design verification and failure analysis. Electrostatic Force

Microscopy (EFM) is a techlique that provides this capability. However, a conventional

EFM cantilever has problems in measuring the high frequency signals of an IC, such as

limited bandwidth. A novel CPW cantilever is proposed to overcome the limitations of a

conventional cantilever.

1.1 IC probing techniques

Due to the importance of IC intemal testing and its commercial potential, many

diagnostic tools have been developed to measure the intemal signals of an IC. They are

broadly divided into two categories: contact probing and non-contact probing.

Contact probing is a simple way to measure signais of an IC by establishing an

electrical contact with a small needle probe between test equipment and a test point of a

sample. This on-wafer contact probing tllt2l is often organized into the following

categories: low impedance such as matched impedance probes, medium impedance such

as resistive divider probes, and high impedance such as active probes. These direct

contact techniques face spatial resolution limitations when attempting to probe sub-

micron line width, and in order to probe an arbitrary intemal point the passivation must

be removed. Contact probes are also limited due to the trade-off between bandwidth and

loading and can disturb a circuit's normal operation due to parasitic loading at high

frequency.

Non-contact probing usually has high spatial and temporal resolution, is non-invasive

(small loading effect), has easy sample preparation, and is capability of arbitrary node

probing without the need for predefined test points. Non-contact test technìques with high
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resolution for device intemal function and failure anaiysis include eleckon beam ptobing,

electro-optic probing, photoconductive sampling, and scanning probe microscopy (SPM)

t3lt4l.

1.2 Electrostatic force microscopy

1.2.1 EFM operation principle

Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) [a]-[7] is a member of SPM. EFM is an extension

of the non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM). EFM uses the localized Coulomb

force interaction between a non-contacting micromachined probe and a test point of a

sample to provide internal voltage ìnformation, simultaneous topography, surface

potential or charge, and capacitance variation. In EFM measurement, all information

comes Íiom the value of the voltage difference and the capacitance between a probe tip

and a test point of the sample surface.

A diagram of the EFM voltage measurement system and its equivalent circuit are

shown in Figure 1.1. A conducting probe tip is located above the test point of the sample

surface where the localized signal vr(x,y,r) is to be measured. An adjustable voltage

ve(l) is extemally applied to an EFM probe. The voltage differen ce V =vo-v, between

the probe tìp and the test point of the sample genetates a small charge due to the

capacitance (O and it results in an attractive force proportional to the square of the

voltage difference V. Tlte conductive probe usually operates at 0. 1-0.3 gm above the test

point surface. This introduces a capacitive loading of less than 1fF [8], which is much

lowe¡ than that of conventional contacting probes. By monitoring the deflection using a

sensitive sensor, the electrostatic fo¡ce and thus the voltage difference ca:r be extracted.

The electrical energy stored in a localized capacitor can be expressed as:

u -!cv'2

The electrostatic force acting on an EFM probe is:

(1.1)
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, 
" 

= l!, a, r, z)lv,(t) - v, (x, y, Ð + 
^<Þ1'?

(1.2\

I
l¿'I

t¡p

c

TJIt-

Figure 1.1 Electrostatic force IC probing system and €quivalent model.

The rnain deflection of an EFM cantilever is in the z-axis and thus a deflection sensor

detects z-direction deflection. The electrostatic force [9] in z-axis is given by:

(1.3)

where z is the distance between the probe and test point of the circuit. The term ÂÕ has

been added to equation (1.3) to represent dc offset effects due to surface charge [10] and

material work function differences.

The equivalent time sampling [11] and heterodyne [12] techniques have been

introduced to measure high frequency voltage signals at the intemal nodes ofan IC. Both

techniques employ the square-law force interaction between the probe and the sample for

nonlinear mixing and sampling, where a high frequency electrical signal is converted to a

1ow frequency rnechanical signal that can easily be sensed by the probe cantilever.

The frequency response of the cantilever rnotion under an electrostatic force Fz a d

near a resonance is [13]

Cantilever

¡cÌtL-lf''f f,

lqnl Í.4\
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where É is fhe spring constant, f is resonant frequency, and Q the quality factor of the

cantilever beam which is defined using the 3dB bandwidth fiom cantilever's resonance

frequency. Then the cantilever deflection near resonance due to the electrostatic force F7

is

¿c|/)--Fzrf)lc(f)l

When ./: 0, Lz: Fzlk.

When / : f, the deflection (i.5) becomes

ul, =9r.trttt¡ k "- (1.6)

Therefore, the maximum cantilever deflection occurs when the external driving

frequency equals the resonant frequency 1.. Obviously, the magnitude ofdeflection at /
is enhanced by a factor of Q over that of the static case where / : 0. Since the long-

range electrostatic force is much smaller than the contact atomic force, an EFM probe is

usuaily driven at its resonant frequency to increase the sensitivity of the deflection

detection.

For high-speed IC testing driving frequencies rnuch greater than f, need to be used.

However, the deflection will be very small at these frequencies and the direct use of
equation (1.3) for high frequency probing is not possible. Several techniques which

employ the non'linear voltage dependence have been proposed to overcome this

limitation [a]-[6]. In all these cases an exciting force signal is produced where equation

(1.5) is valid and thus this fom is used for the response of the probe for the remainder of
the thesis.

1.2.2 Conventional EFM cantilever probe

sPM technìques all depend on the use of small micrornachined cantilever probes. Silicon

and silicon nitride probes are mostly used for topography measurements. solid metal,

t+d/-:-LÌ''f f,
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metalized or highly doped probes are used for electrical measurements. These cantilevers

are usually rectangular and tips are pyramidal or conical in shape. Cunent EFM

measurements use a commercial scanning probe cantilever as shown in Figure 1.2, which

consists of a long Si based beam with a sharp tip at its end mounted on a large Si block.

In this structure the beam length is approximately 300 pm with a conical tip length of 10

Um. The entire structure is metalized to conduct signals to the probe tip. It is necessary to

have a conductive probe since voltages must be applied to the probe tip, whìle in AFM it

is not necessary.

Figure 1.2 A cantilever with tip.

The characteristics of the probe play an important role in the resolution and

sensitivity ofEFM measurernent. The spring constant fr (N/m) of a rectangular cantilever

structure fixed on one end is given by I l3]:

- Ettw
"- 4Lt

where ð çN/m2) is Young's modulus, L, w, t are the length, width, and thickness of a

cantilever, respectively. Small spring constant cantilevers are always desirable for EFM

measurement since they provide mo¡e deflection per unit force.

(r.7)
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The cantilever behaves very similar to that of a mass on a spring. The resonant

frequency of a cantileve¡ with end mass /ø and beam mass mL on a spring is given by

[13]:

(1.8)

For quality factor Q, p is defined Íiom the cantilever fiequency response as the ratio

between the resonant fiequency and the Íìequency span between the -3 dB points. A

cantilever with high Q requires little energy to be excited at the resonant fiequency and

the sensitivity of the cantilever is proportional to the p. Typical values of Q in a standard

ambìent probing environment may vary from l0 to 30, and in a vacuum to over 10000.

Typical geometries, spring constant, and resonant fiequency of a micromachined

silicon rectangular cantilever are listed below Table 1. I | 141:

Table 1.1 Typical specifications of a contâct cantilever [141

.Reqonqnt freouenèi.::,,:ì:r. 
ì' , ':.:'.: ,'.".r '.:.13:KHz.,t..,rr'.l lìììr..'t,: ,.ìl: +/-4KHz ,

Spring constant 0,2 N/m 0.07 N/m to 0.4 N/m

Mean width 50 ¡rm +/- 5 pm

iTiiçknésst..',., .' , .'r' ' rì 2 ¡rm ... . +1:ì1 pm.....:', .t:ì, r''l

Tip height 17 pm +/-2 þm
ìTip¡Ad¡ù$,ì', -:,'.''.,f.:.' . ,:, i. ,1.'.,. ì., 'tl 1,10.!m...:
Tip geometry Rotated

Reflex coåting 30 nm thick Alumi¡um

1.3 Limitations of current commercial SPM cantilever probes

conventional EFM techniques use commercially available scanning probe cantilevers.

However, this cornmercial cantilever structure imposes limitations to high frequency

probing:
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I

Silicon wafers J
€0€a

Figure 1.5 (a) Conventional CPW (top: left); (b) Conductor-backed CPW (top:right); (c) Typical

micromachiled CPW [191.

The conventional CPW structure shown in Figure 1.5 (a) offers several attributes:

1. It is uniplanar in construction, which implies that all of the conductors are on the

same side of a subskate. This attribute simplifies manufacturing and allows fast

and inexpensive measurements ì.]sing non-contact or on-wafer probe techniques;

2. rf can be readily accessed without drilling and plating holes in a substrate to reach

the backside ground plane since CPW ground planes lie on top of the circuit

board. Therefore, the CPW structure eliminates the need for wraparound

g¡ounding or via holes l21Jl22l.In CPW circuits, by eliminating via holes and its

associated parasitic ìnductance, performance can be enhanced at high frequencies

123);

3. It facilitates easy shunt as well as series surface mounting of active and passive

devices [21] [22];

\*
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'7.

It reduces radiation loss [22]. lt shields the signal conductor along the ca¡tilever

and will reduce coupling to the circuit being tested except right at the probìng tip;

It can reduce cross talk effects between spatially separated transmission lines. A

ground plane exists between any two adjacent lines and the high frequency

electric fields are shielded by surrounding ground conductors, hence cross talk

effects between adjacent lìnes are weak [22];

The characteristic impedance is determined by the ratio of a/b, so size reduction

of CPW line is possible without limitations imposed by the substrate thickness,

the only penalty being higher losses [2a]. The CPW structu¡e thus creates a

matched impedance path that will have a very large bandwidth;

The CPW structure supports a quasi-TEM mode of propagation. The quasi-TEM

mode ofpropagation on a CPW has low dispersion since a large percentage of the

fields are in air and hence offers the potential to construct wide band circuits and

components [23];

CPW circuits can be made denser than conventional microstrip circuits.

1.5 Motivation of the thesis

The CPW structure has many advantages over other types of transmission line especially

at high frequency. A novel stressed CPW cantilever, which incorporates a tapered CpW

transmission line to the probing tip, is proposed to overcome the limitations of
conventional cantilevers. The stressed CPW cantilever can not only transmit the high

frequency signals to the tip and get high spatial resolution in EFM measurements, but

also non-destructively measure structures in deep trenches. The motivations of the thesis

are design, modelling, simulation, fabrication, and testing of the designed MEMS CpW

cantilevers in detail. In addition, the detailed design procedures of the MEMS CpW

cantilever also will give us valuable experience in the implementation of the CpW

structure in our in-house MEMS technology.

6.

10
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1.6 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 1 gave an ovewiew ofEFM operation principles and presented limitations of the

conventional cantilever at high frequency. A stressed MEMS CPW cantilever to

overcome the limitations was proposed. This chapter also presented the types and

advantages ofCPW construction and the motivations ofthe thesis.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of stressed cantilever design and proposes a novel

stressed MEMS CPW cantilever. This chapter mainly focuses on selection considerations

of designed MEMS CPW cantilevers according to electrical and mechanical

requirements. It also provìdes anall.tical expressions and experimental formulas to

compute the characteristic impedance, effective dielectric constant, and attenuation of
CPW lines. To minimize the losses the HFSS elechomagnetic simulation program is used

to simulate, modify, and verify the designed CPW cantilevers.

After HFSS simulation, stressed MEMS CPW cantilevers are fabricated at the MEMS

lab at the University of Manitoba. Chapter 3 presents the basic fabrication principles and

the detailed fabrication procedures of MEMS CPW cantilevers on a silicon wafe¡.

The stress, resonant frequency, the spring constant, and quaiity factor are calculated

in terms of the dimensions of the stressed cantilevers in chapter 4. A simple model is set

up explaining the cases of the stressed MEMS cantilevers. The electrical propagation

properties of stressed CPW cantilevers are measured. In comparison with calculated S-

parameter using equivalent ci¡cuit model and simulated results using HFSS, the measured

S-parameters are discussed and analyzed. They are almost the same in shape and in

reasonable agreement with the measured S-parameters. The possible reasons for

deviations are discussed and analysed. The reflection loss of a cpw cantileve¡ in ai¡ is

better than 0.'7 dB at20 GHz.

chapter 5 gives the conclusions of this thesis and the suggestions for future related.

work.
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Chapter 2 Design considerations and modeling of CPW

cantilevers

This chapter presents an overview of the CPW cantilever and st¡essed cantile¡¡er in SPM.

A novel stressed MEMS CPW ca¡tilever is proposed to combine the advantages of the

CPW cantilever and stressed cantilever in order to overcome the limitations of the

conventional cantilevers in EFM. It also focuses on design considerations of MEMS

CPW cantilevers. It then presents anal¡ical expressions and experimental formulas for

the characteristic impedance, effective dielectric constant, and attenuation of CPW lines.

The theo¡etical calculations and analyses give the optimum dimensions of a CPW

cantilever to minimize the losses and satisfu the design requirements. The HFSS program

is used to simulate, modifu, and verify the designed CPW cantilevers.

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 CPW cantilever

In EFM measurement, it is necessary to have a conductive cantilever since input signals

must be applied to a probe tip. The signals are required to travel along the conductive line

on the wafer and cantilever in o¡der to be applied at the probe tip. However, Si substrate

is a rather lossy substrate at microwave frequencies, and due to this and mismatch effects,

the conventional EFM cantìleve¡ cannot adequately transmit high Íiequency signals to the

probe tip. The signals at the tip can be drastically different fiom the signals at the input

cable, especially at high fiequency. This makes it difficult to accurately measure the high

frequency signals at the intemal nodes in an IC chip using a conventional EFM

cantilever.

A microscopic coaxial tip together with a CPW conductive line mounted by chip

body was proposed [25] to overcome these limitations and used for near-field SpM

probing as shown in Figure 2.1. A cPw cantilevff consists of a center strip conductor

with ground conductor lines on either side. The tip is built at the end of the center
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2.1.2 Stressed cantilever

Straight cantilever beams with integrated probes are almost always employed in SPM.

They can be mass fabricated and the best tips have a sharpness ofonly a few nanometers.

Unforhrnately, the low tip height of such probes is typically 1 to 15 pm and this does not

allow for deep trenches or high step heights. This presents a problem for non-destructive

measurements in step heights more than 1 00 pm, such as deep reactive ion etching

(DRIE) and MEMS structures.

A techrique has been developed to make use ofhighly stressed cantileve¡s instead of

straight ones to overcome these problems [29]. A major issue in MEMS is the mechanical

stress of thin films. Residual stress can be detrimental or advantageous depending on the

applications and rnust be carefully considered during MEMS design process. Generally,

the goal is to keep the stress as low as possible for providing durable and reliable film

stacks. Altematively, the stressed cantilever makes use of the resìdual stresses in a thin

strip. The stressed cantilever probe can access deep, narrow, and high-topography

structures for non-destructive measurements in an IC.

Figure 2.3 shows stressed MoCr cantilevers on a quartz substrate with a built-in stress

profile resulting in the bending out Íiom the substrate surface [29][30]. Refiactory alloy

MoCr has been chosen for the high stress. The films must change from compressive

stress in their lower part, to tensile skess in the upper part in order to protrude from the

substrate surface. Mechanical modeling and experirnental tests on such stressed metal

beams ¡eveal that the force exerted by the spring tip can exceed many tens of millìgrams.

The microstructure shown in Figure 2.3 curls up to relax the intrinsic stress, leaving a

cantilever bending out of the substrate su¡face and thereby forming the microspring. such

springs can be made by inhoducing a stress gradient throughout its thickness in sputtered

metal films. The stress gradient can be adjusted by the sputter pressure to make the metal

beam bend away from the substrate surface after the release step. The release height can

be controlled precisely by the deposition parameters. cantilever length and bendi-ng

detennine the tip height which can be adjusted in a wide range from tens to hundreds of
micrometers [29]. The tip heights inc¡ease with the increase of the corresponding

cantilever lengths shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Stressed MoCr cantilevers on quartz [291.

2.1.3 Stressed CPW cantilever

The CPW line has the same advantages as conventional microstrip line, and offers several

advantages over microstrip line. I¡ EFM measurements, the additional advantage ofusing

a CPW shucture is that the ground shield can reduce interference from radiation and

parasitic coupling to structure on the IC other than the test point while enabling a

noncutoff transverse electromagnetic mode of wave propagation up to or away from the

probe tip. Therefore, the high frequency signals from input cable can be transmitted to the

probe tip with low losses. In addition, the stressed cantilever probe can non-destructively

measure deep trenches and narow structures. At present, however, the stressed cantilever

can not measure signals with a large spatial resolution due to the use of a fairly low

resolution lithography process used in our in-house fabrication facility.

By combining the advantages of the CPW cantilever with those of the stressed

cantilever in EFM measurements, a novel stressed MEMS CPW cantilever is proposed as

shown in Figure 2.4. The stressed CPW cantilever reduces the limitations of conventional

rnicrostrip cantilever. It can not only non-destructively measure deep trenches, but also

measure the high frequency signals. Figure 2.5 is a simple modei of a stressed CpW

cantilever and its equivalent circuit as used in EFM measurements. The high frequency

signals from a cable and along the cPW lines on the Si holder can easily be applied to the

cantilever probe tip.
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2.2 Electrical and mechanical design considerations

This section focuses on understanding the basis for selectíon considerations of CPW

conductors and substrate materials in MEMS fabrication. Material selection has to be

done according to the electrical and mechanical requirements which lead to tradeoffs

between performance, cost, ease of manufacture, and lifetime.

2,2.1 Electrical design considerations

2.2.1.1 Impedance matched design

At RF frequencies, regular wires cannot be used to carry electrical signals. Transmission

lines, such as a coaxial cable, are used instead to carry the energy from one end to

another. To reduce unwanted reflections in high fiequency circuits, the t¡ansmission lines

have to be impedance matched. The transrnission lines in almost all microwave

components and test equipment are designed for 50 Q characteristic impedance.

MEMS CPW transmission lines are widely used in microwave circuits. The important

feature of the CPW line is that we can vary the width of center strip and slot to match

components in outside cìrcuits, while keeping the characteristic impedance (Zo) constant.

The characteristic impedance of a CPW line depends on its dimensions. The research

shows that rninimum attenuation occws for CPW characteristic impedance close to 50 Ç)

[32] and in some cases, CPW has lesser losses and dispersion than microstrip for

impedances near 50 C) [33]. For maxirnum power transfer between circuits dictates that

the CPW's impedance is set to 50 O. The dimensions of the CPW transmission line must

be chosen so as to produce the lowest possible insertion loss and retum 1oss. The

insertion loss will be affected by rnisrnatched loss, which comes from the characteristic

impedance of CPW line on Si holder being different from 50 O as well as losses in the

cantilever metallizaiion and contact ¡esistance loss.
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2,2.1.2 Dielectric substrate selectiotr

Dielectric materials, which have non-zero electrical conductivity, are used for the MEMS

substrate. Electromagnetic waves experience larger losses when they propagate through a

dielectric substrate with a larger conductivity. The loss tangent (anô) specifies the lossy

nature of the dielectric. It is highly dependent on the purity of the material and defined as

r.a¡6 = o
úEoÊr

(2.1\

where o is the electric conducitivity (S/m) and ¿0 is permittivity of vacuum and a,. is

relative dielectric constant of substrate.

The lower the conductivity, the lowe¡ the loss tangent. Hence the choice of a substrate

with the appropriate conductivity becomes an important consideration in MEMS design.

Table 2.1 lists the important properties of some common dielectric materials [34].

Table 2.1 Dielectric substrates [34]

(The data in the table can vary by different sources)

Silìcon wafe¡ is the most connnon material used as a substrate in MEMS and ICs

because it has good electronic and mechanical properties. It is sensitive to shess,
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Material
blectncal

Conductivity
lSm'rl

urelecrrc
constant €r.

ta¡ô x 10'
(at l0
GHz)

Thermal
conductivity
lWcm'C)

Cost Fracture

Alumina 10' 9.7 2 0.276 Low Brittle,
stron s

Sapphire
lcrvstelì

9.4 0.32 High Brittle,

Quartz
(tused)

l0-" J.ò 0.059 Middle Brittle,
fraeile

Glass l0-'' 20 0.008 Low Brittle,
frasile

GaAs
hieh resistivitv)

txl0- t2.3 l6 0.591 Hich Brittle,
frasile

Si

hish resistivitv)
4X l0* I1.9 50 0.9 High Brittle,

Air I 0 0.0003 Low
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temperature, magnetic fields, and radiation. It can also form a high quality insulating

oxide, and it can be anisotropically etched with high selectivity by several etchants.

Gallium A¡senide (GaAs) is also used as a substrate in MEMS. Even though it is

more expensive and difficult to process compared to Si, GaAs is still used since very high

speeds in MEMS devices are possible.

Crystalline quartz is also used in some MEMS applications, pafiicularly ones that

utilize the piezoelectric effect of quartz. Quartz is more difficult to etch than silicon due

to its high anisohopy. In addition, fused (amorphous) quartz is an excellent mechanical

material and used as electrical isolation and thermal insulatìon.

MEMS cantilevers in EFM measurement will be fabricated on high resistivity Si

substrate owing to its reduction losses and compatibility with MMICs. High resistivity Si

with a resistivity of 1000 O-cm is used for fabrication CPW cantilevers in this thesis. Air
is the best dielectric, having lowest loss, and lowest dispersion owing to 1ow variation of
dielectric constant with fiequency.

2.2.1.3 Conductor selection

A conductive CPW ca¡tilever provides an electrical path to the probe tip for the

electrostatic accumulation of charge. Such charge can produce the electrostatic force

between the cantilever probe and sample. EFM uses the localized electrostatic force to

deduce the intemal high frequency signals of an IC.

At higher frequency, the conductor currents are forced to crowd towards the outer

surface of the conductor. This 'skin effect' reduces the effective cross-sectional area

available for conduction of current resulting in the increase of conductor resistance. The

skin depth is the depth ÍÌom the outer surface of the conductor at which the current falls

to'1/e'ofits value. It can also be thought as the equivalent thickness ofa conductor at dc

current having the same resistance. The skin depth is defined as

^l

^ldop
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The attenuation increases very rapidly once the conductor thickness ¡ of CPW line

becomes less than two to th¡ee times the skin depth á Thus, the conductor thickness

should be designed to at least 3 times more than skin depth ô so as to minirnize losses.

The conductivity values and skin depth at 10 GHz for selected bulk conductor materials

are given in Table 2.2 1351.

Table 2.2 Conductivity for selected bulk conductor mâterials [351

Material Conductivity
S/m

Relative
Permeability ( p. )

Skin depth at 10

GHz (x 10-7m)

Polv-Si 1.3x10' 1395.9
Au 4.lx l0' '7.86

A 3.81x 10' 8.14
Cu 5.81x 10' 6.6
As 6.17x l0' 6.4
Ni I .45 x 10' 600 0.5

2.2.1.4 Insulator selection

The study in [36] indicates that there is no significant improvement in the attenuation

constant beyond 2500 f)-cm wafe¡ resistivity. A Si wafer with a resistivity greater than

2500 o-cm is a viable substrate for MMIC applications because the measured attenuâtion

constant of a CPW on Si wafer of resistivity 2500 O-cm is about the same as that of a

CPW on a serni-insulating GaAs wafer. In order to get low attenuation, the resistivity of
the Si wafer should be greater than 2500 O-cm.

When the CPW conductors are in direct contact with the high resistivity Si wafer, the

signal suffers the least attenuation. However, a dc leakage current can flow between the

cPw center strip conductor and the ground strip conductor, since the Si wafer is not a

perfect insulator [37]. The leakage current is not a concem in the case ofpassive devices

such as couplers and fiIters, but it can be a serious problem when active devices are

integrated. A simple solution to block the leakage cunent is to deposit a thin insulator

[19], such as SiO2 or Si3\ layer, between the silicon wafer and the metal conductors as

shown in Figure 2.6. The thickness /¡ of the sio2 insulating layer is etched away in the
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slot regions. The CPW attenuâtion is almost independent of the dc bias currents on the

conductors and is about the same as when the metal is in direct contact with the high-

resistivity silicon.

F- t1 t
'--------------- Lì!#-f

Sili.on ,lio*id"l Itl
h

I
Silicon dioxide \ Sili.on

etched away

Silic on wefer

Figure 2.6 CPW on a silicon wafer with a thin SiO, interfaciâl layer.

However, the high-resìstivity Si wafers are more expensive than the standard CMOS

grade Si wafers. The standard CMOS process uses CMOS grade wafers with resistivity

typically on the order of 0.5 to 20 Q-cm. A simple solution is to use a thick insulating

layer of SiO2 or polyimide on 1ow resistivity wafer [38][39].

2.2.1.5 Thin fTIm selection

MEMS structures are made by depositing and patteming thin films on a substrate and by

etching the u vanted films and substrate. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 g¡ve the electrical

properties i40lt41l and the deposition methods and typical applications of some fìlms in

MEMS fabrication [42], respectively.

Although film selection for a stressed MEMS CPW cantilever is in accordance with

the requirements discussed in the above section, there a¡e still other issues we should

consider, such as conductor film adhesion with substrate. Many metals adhere well to Si,

but not to oxide. Highly oxidizable metals (Al, Ti, Cr) adhere well to oxide. It is
necessary to deposit a thin adhesion layer of a reactive metal beneath a relatively non-

reactive metal. This is absolutely necessary for Au, Pt, and other low-reactivity metals.

cu is an excellent thennal conductor and is commonly used in MEMS. It is a slightly
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stronger material than pure 41. A1 is always used because it is easy to etch, adheres to Si,

and is chemically stable. In my research, CPW lines are fabricated using thermal

evaporation to deposit a thin A1 layer first and then a Cu layer on a thin SiO2 insulating

layer above the Si wafer. The Al layer promotes adhesion of the next Cu layer deposited

above it.

Tâble 2.3 Electrical properties of some thin Íitms [40ì[41ì

Table 2.4 Deposition methods ând typical âpplications of some thin films [42]

Material
Dielectric

constant s,

Resistivity
(O-cm)

Relative
Permeability (p, )

sio" 3.9 l0''
Si¡N¿ 7.5 l0''

Polv-Si I 1.9 7.5x l0-"
Polvimide 3.9 2.3 x 10"

Au 2.44x10-"
A 2.82x10-"
Cu |.72x10-"
Cr 12.9x 10-'
As I .63 x l0-" I
Ni 6.84x l0-' s00

(The data in the table can vary in different sources)

Material Depositìon methods Function
Photoresist Spin coating Etch mask, pl a¡a¡ization

Polvimirle Spin coating Electrical isolation, plararization, microstrucntre

SiOz Thermal oxidation, sputtering, C\D Electrical and thermal isolation,
etch mask. sacrificial lave¡. encaosulation

Si:N¿ Sputtering, plasma CVD Electrical and thermal isolation,
etch mask- nassivation laver enc¡nsrrlaf

Polvsilicon CVD, sputtering, plasma CVD Conductor, piezoresistor, microstructures

Au Hvaporation, sputtering, electuoplating Electrical conduction

AI Evaporation, sputtering, plasma CVD Elecrical conduction

Cu Bvaporation, sputtering Electrical conduction

Cr Evaporation, sputtering, elechoplating Electrical conduction, adhesion layer

Pt Sputtering Elect¡ical conduction
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2.2.2 Mechanical considerations

2.2.2.1 Residual stress and fatigue

Films, such as metal materials, and SiO2 or Si3Na layers, are either grown or deposited at

high temperatures. The residual stresses at room temperature are caused by the diffe¡ence

between the thermal expansion coefflcients of the deposited f,ilm and substrate or other

fi1ms shown in Table 2.5. Thermal mismatch is not the only source of the fihn stress.

Intrinsic stresses usually result from the nonequilibrium nature of thin film deposition

process. Chemìcal reaction, doping, lattice mismatch, rapid deposition (evaporation or

sputtering), and film thickness can all lead to very highly stressed films.

Tensile forces pull on a surface and compressive stresses push on a surface. SiOz film

is naturally compressively strained on silicon, while Si3Na film is often highly tensile

stressed on silicon. Refractory metals and their compounds generally have high stress, Cr

and NiV in the tensile region, while TiW o¡ TaN exhibit large compressive stress. Low

rnelting point materials (Al, Au) tend to have lower stress and high melting point

materiais (Ti, W, TiN) tend to have high stress.

Residual stress can be detrimental or advantageous depending on the appiications.

Extreme stress levels can result in localized fiacture of the film, and separation from the

wafer. An additional anneal reduces the intrinsic stresses. In addition, usually coating the

cantilever uniformly with the same amount of material, on the Íiontside and backside of a

substrate, can compensate for this stress. ln this thesis, choosing the conductor fiim
makes use of the high stresses to fabricate the stressed cpw cantileve¡s. The residual

stress Írust be carefully considered during the MEMS design process. The theo¡etical

discussion will be given latter in section 4.1. Thus, the design of a stressed CpW

cantilever is a compromise between stress and fatigue.

Fatigue reliability poses limitations on the lifetirne of a MEMS CPW cantilever. For

long life fatigue design, the structure must operate at a stress level that is considerably

lower than the yield strength. when a material fatigues, tiny cracks appear as a result of
local stress concentration and grow with etch cycle until the material breaks.

ZJ
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The fatigue life of the material for a cantileve¡ can be improved by reducing defects

such as cracks, numbe¡ of grain boundaries, inclusions, and pores. In addition, the

amorphous microstructures are better compared to polycrystalline miüostructures for

long life fatigue cyciing, since grain boundaries üeate stress concentrations for crack

initiated fatigue faiiures [43]1441. Silicon wafer with high purity crystalline structure has

the desirable quality, defect free and is often used for high-quality microstructures.

Table 2.5 lìsts the mechanical parameters for sorne important materials [a0][41][43].

Table 2.5 Mechanical properties of some materials

Material
Yield

Strength
00eN/ml

Young's
Modulus

lGPal

Density
(g/"-t)

I nefrnal
Conductivity

1W/cm o.l

nermal expanslon
Coefficient
(10'6 / "c)

SiOr 8.4 73 2.2 0.014 0.5
Si¡N¿ t4.0 385 3.1 0.2 0.8
Al,o., 15.4 530 4 0.5 5.4
SiC 2t 700 3.2 3.5 J.J

Polv-Si 7 t50 2.33 20-30 2.33
GaAs 2 85.9 5.32 0.46 6.86

Si 7 t90 2.3 3.5 3.3
Au 0.32 80.0 19.4 3.2 14.3

AI 0.2 70.0 2.7 2.4 zs.0
Cu 0.26 130 8.89 3.98 16.6
As 16 10.5 4.17 t9.2
Ni 0.59 210.0 9.0 0.9 12.8
w 4 410 19.3 I .78 4.5
PI 14'7 21.4 o.73 8.9

Steel 210.0 7.9 1.0 12.0
Diamond 53 103 s 3.5 20

(The data in the table may vary in d ifferent sources)

2.2.2.2 Laser beam deflection detection svstem in EFM

Fig:l.e 2.7 shows a stressed CPW cantilever in EFM voltage measurement. In comparison

with a straight conventional cantilever, it can measure deep trenches and ¡educe

inte¡ference with structure such as bond wires. Figure 2.8 shows a stressed CpW

cantilever mounted in a laser beam deflection system for EFM rneasurement. A laser
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line between point A and point B and between point A and point C are assumed to be

equal to the length Z ofthe stressed cantilever when circular arc of the stressed cantilever

is small. That is, circular arcs of AB and AC are equal to the length l, ofthe straight line

AB and AC, respectively. This assumption is not valid for large bending heights. Using

the unbent beam formulation, the deflection due to a force F applied perpendicularly at

the end ofthe stressed cantilever is given by [40]:

'!4y¡= 
-!-L$Ly2-y3\ 

(2.3)
6EI'

E'

Lz+b='2 t3lv'-vl)
6EI '

whe¡e E is the Young's modulus, and 1 is the moment of inertia of the cantileve¡

( I = *, /lZ for a rectangular beam).

d(Lz\= '2 (6Lv - 3v2 tdv. 
6EI

.,--t;\^'
F 

-

au = lj_ tol"l L2 - b2 - 3t L2 - b, ))¿y6ET

¿6, - !, | 2¡, ¡t _Lþ: _!!:,_ L, + ø,1¿,2Erl 2L'8L' 1"
The signal difference from the deflection detector measutes the deviation angle from

the initially stressed cantilever beam. For small deflection the angle at the end of the

st¡essed cantilever is given by

Lz = LL9

- d\z F^L2 h4
Ltt --= ' fl-- )-" - dv 2Et " 4r: 

t Q'4)

Since the spring constant of a stressed cantilever is approximately equal to that of an

unbent rectangular cantilever k = 3EI I Ij and F2=lç[2, above equation becomes:

Le =3M ,1- bt 
,

2L ' 4L4'
(2.s)
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Let Às be the laser spot displacement when the end of the ca¡tilevû is deflected from

0 to 
^.z. 

Therefore, using small angle approximation (Ls<<A,t), Âs can be given:

3MAz b1

^c = 

-/l 

--\L 4 r,. Q'6\

A factor of2 is int¡oduced since the angular deflection of the reflected beam is twice

the angular deflection of the cantilever. If b :0, the above equation becomes the

deflection of the conventional straight cantilever due to an electrostatic force and gives as

[13]

3LzLs=-M \2.7)L

In order to find the relationship between the cantilever deflection Àz and the resulting

dìfference signal l¿ detected at the split photodetector, we model the laser as a Gaussian

beam and estimate the difference photocurrent between two photo-cells when the

reflected beam moves Às. The i¿ is given as [45]

. 2NqlIz¿")Id=--l-l (2.8)
"'!1T \ w )

where Nis the total number of photons in the incident beam on the detectors per unit time

and q is the charge of an electron. The parameter w is a radius ofbeam power distribution

and we assume the separation of the two photo diode cells is small compared to w.

Substituting equation (2.6) into equation (2.8) gives

. ø,Fzuauu
1 = ------------:-'o JoL*

. r øJ-zuauo\z
1 .l
'd l t' .Fot.

,-11¿l'lalr) )

,-11¿l'l4\L) )

(2.e)

Since the magnitude of deflection 
^z 

at resonant frequency / is enhanced by a factor

ofp over that at other frequencies, the ld at resonant ffequency can be rewritten as
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A minimum detected displacement of a typical straight beam defiection technique

was reported as 7.9' l0-6 " t J m Vol.
This formula suggests that the output signal l¿ Íìom the laser deflection detection

system is linearly proportional to the cantileve¡ deflection Az. The sensitivity of a

cantilever is proporlional to the Q and by increasing the lever-detector length M, the

sensitivity can also be enhanced. It also suggests that if the bending height å is much less

than cantilever length Z, it can vary in a large scale and does not affect the sensitivity of

the cantilever. This fact has produced the idea of using the stressed MEMS CPW

cantilever to measure the deep trenches and narow strucfures.

2.2.2.3 Important mechanical parameters in EFM

The important mechanical parameters in a cantilever system used in EFM are spring

constant (À), resonant frequency (/,), and quality factor (Q). The material parameters that

determine the spring constant and resonant frequency are mainly the Young,s modulus

and cantilever dimensions.

In EFM measurement, the tip hovers a short distance from a sample. A¡ ideal

cantìlever should have a low spring constant because the low spring constant rnakes the

tip sensitive to force, while a high spring constant is preferable to avoid unwanted contact

with the sample. For the rectangular beam, k =3EI l,C as determined by cantilever,s

dimensions and Young's rnodulus.

The resonant frequency /, a very important parameter, is dependent on varying the

cantilever dimensions. It must be high enough so that the cantilever can suppress noise

efficiently. cantileve¡s to be used in noncontact measurement have a resonant fiequency

of a few tens kHz. The formula of resonant frequency is ¡. =12r

previously stated in section 1.2.2.

The quality facior Q should be as high as possible for non-contact mode of operatìon

because the sensitivity of EFM is proportional to The e [47]. A cantilever with a iow e
oscillates with lower amplitude for a given excitation energy. The lower the e of the
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cantilever, the lower the signal-to-noise ratio. Tlpical values of 0 in a standard probing

environment are 10-30. The Q fot silicon cantilever can increase to over 20000 in a

vacuum [47].

For the requirements of MEMS fabrication and EFM measurements, we hope to

fabricate the properties of the stressed MEMS CPW cantilever as follows:

Geometrv: ¿:600 + 100 pm, w:40 +5 pm, t: 1 + 0.1 pm

Spring constant: È = 0.005- 0.01 N/m

Resonant frequeîcy: lt : 2lifIz

Q factor: Q:r0

2.2.3 Electrical and mechanical considerations

The CPW ca¡tilever is designed to meet the electrical and mechanical requirements as

described above. The values of the mechanical and electrical properties of materials

depend strongly on microstructure, such as whether the material is single crystal,

polycrystal, or amorphous [43]. These process-sensitive mâterial properties depend on the

technology and process parameters used in the MEMS fabrication of CPW cantilever.

The cantilever tip hovers a short distance from a sarnple. If the coaxial open-ended

waveguide is tapered to a tip, it can behave as a non-uniform, mismatched transmission

line and may even exhibit antenna effects, which collects far-field radiation from

interfering source. The input signals to the probe should be propagated undisturbed to the

tip for EFM. Thus, the electrical properties require the lowest insert loss and lowest

retum loss along the transmission line path and must be considered in the cPW cantilever

design. The insertion loss will be affected by losses in the beam metallìzation. At low

frequencies the ohmic loss is dominant in the CPW cantilever, while at higher

frequencies the skin losses are significant as discussed in section 2.2.1.3.

A trade-off exists between spring constant and resonant frequency. The mechanìcal

properties require low spring constant which can be achieved using long cantilever beam.

Both spring constant and resonant frequency vary inversely with cantilever length. A long

cantilever, however, leads to lower resonant frequency. To increase resonance frequency
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without increasing cantilever stiffness requires a reduction in mass, hence there is a trend

towards less massive beams.

2.3 CPW dimension design considerations and simulâtion results

This section presents the CPW transmission line design. It focuses on selection

considerations of CPW conductor and substrate dimensions and simulation of the

designed CPW cantilever.

2,3,1 Basic theory of CPW transmission line

2.3,1.1 Char¿cteristic impedance and effective dielectric constânt

The cross-sectional view of a CPW ungrounded structure on a dielectric substrate is

shown in Figure 2.9. The CPW center strip conductor width .S is equal to 2a and the

distance of separation between the two semi-infinite ground planes is 2ó. Consequently

the slot width W is eqlual to b-a. The thickness of the CPW conductors is ¡. The dielectric

thickness is ft and the corresponding relative dielectric constant is s.. The CPW

conductor and dielectric substrate are assumed to have ìn{ìnite conductivity and a lossless

dielectric constant, respectively. Hence the structure is considered to be lossless. Further,

the dielectric substrate material is considered to be isotropic. characteristic impedance

and effective dielectric constant of the CPW in terms of the CPW dimensions can be

expressed as the following closed form equations [48][49], respectively:

- 308 K(k,\)
L^= -" 

',lt'",, 
Ktko\

(É, - t) K(¿r ) K(Ào)

2 K(kt) K(kol

Accu¡ate expressions for the ratio K(k) I K(k') are given below:

(2.11)

(2.12\
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(t
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t

The terms K(k,) and K(ko) are the

moduli À, and Ën which are given by

^t-

and

sinh(t6 l4h)

t.- s
"o- s +2w-'

The terms K(k') and K(k'o) are complementary moduli given by

k', = \[l-t4

k', = [4

(0.5<r'z <i)
(2.13\

(o.o<¿'?<0.5)

complete elliptic integrals of the first kind with

(2.1s)

srn\{ln(S +2W)l ah}

Figure 2.9 A CPW trânsmission line on substrate [19].

A study of CPW properties shows that when the substrate thickness (å) is less than

twice the slot width (l4r), the deviation from the results of an infinitely thick dielectric

substrate is about 10 to 15 percent [50]. In comparison with spectral domain method, the

accuracy of the conformal mapping results is better than 1 percent for a wide range of
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physical dimensions and available dielectric materials [51]. Although the above

conformal mapping expressions are rigorously valid at zero frequency, they can also be

used for design of MMICs at millimeter wave frequencies [51]. The CPW irnpedance has

also been experimentally determined from time domain ¡eflectometer or fiom scattering

parameter measurements of through CPW lines [52].

2,3.1.2 Closed form equations for CPW attenuation constant

1) Conformal mapping method

Figure 2.9 shows the CPW structure with ground planes tending to infinity. In the

conformal mapping method the total CPW attenuation is expressed as the sum of the

attenuation due to dielectric losses in substrate and the attenuation due to the conductor

losses in the center strip and the ground planes. The radiation losses are neglected since it
begins to play a role at very high frequencies [53]. The attenuation constant due to

dielectric loss is expressed as [541

(2.r7\

where d is the fiee space wavelength in rneters, taná ìs the dielectric loss tangent, e. is

the relative dielectric constant, and e,* is the effective dielectric constant of the

substrate.

An expression for attenuation constant a" due to conductor loss in the center strip

conductor and ground pianes of CPW is given below. The assumpt.ion made in deriving

this expression is that the thickness I of the cPw conductors is far greater than the skin

depth d in the metal. Tlpically f wouid be greater than 5d. The attenuation constant is

r ê,. K(k,) K(k;\u,= _: : 

-lan¿
" 2Ào ,,!e,."¡ Kk;t Kúo)

given by

& +R-
' 2Zn

(2.r8)
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where .R" is the series resistance in ohm per unit length of the center strip conductor and

is given by

n =-!-1, *n4ß **^rn I *kol
' 4.S(t-¿o')K'(fr0)L t ' t-Àol

(2.te)

.R" is the distributed series resistance in ohm per unit length of the ground planes and is

given by

a. = 

- 
jC, 

| , *n!Ë: 2w)- rh I 
. 

Í. 
'l 

(2.20)* 4.S(l-Åo')K'(froll r ko l-kol

and Zs is the CPW characteristic impedance. The term R" is the skin effect surface

resistance given by

n. = ]- or,-.
Ò6

where o is the conductivity of the conductor in Siemens/meter and á is the skin depth.

The total attenuation constaît d, is

d = d. + d,t Nepers/meters

(2.21\

(2.22)

(2.23',

(2.24)

(2.2s)

JJ

2) Measurement-based design equations

The measured attenuation characteristics of CPWs fabricated on GaAs, InP and high-

resistivity silicon wafe¡s are used to obtain a closed form empirical equation to predict

the attenuation constant a as follows [55]:

d= pfq (dB/cm)

where

q = 0.1 83(¡ + 0.4ó4) - 0.095 kl484 1t - 2.595¡
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, ,t+^/
"'- s+2w -Lt

o, =l'25'l r* rn 
adl

tt I rl

(2.26)

(2.27,

and S, W, and I are in micrometer,;f is in gigahertz.

The formulas are valid for 0.5 < r< 3 pm, 0.2< S1(S+2W) < 0.7, 10 <,S< 80 ¡rm, and

I <f < 40 GHz, which covers the range of parameters commonly used for MMIC design.

They can be used to predict the optimum dimensions of our CPW cantilever in order to

minimize the losses and satisfi the design requirements. In the experimental CPW

formulas, the propagation parameters are made independent of the ground plane width g

and the substrate height /z by choosing g to be greater than 45 and h greater than

3(S+2W).

3) Accuracy of closed form equations

The attenuation constant predicted by the conformal mapping method underestimates the

values at low fiequencies. This is attributed to the thick metal assumption. The average

error for the conformal mapping method is on the order of 13.6 percent. The

measurement-based design equations result in aÍ average error on the order of 4.7 percent

[55]. The methods presented in [56] and [57] do not assume the rnetal to be thick and the

difference between the measured and calculated attenuation constant is nearly

independent of frequency. The average errors for these two methods are on the order of
10.8 and i1.0 percent, respectively. Thus among the above closed-form equations, the

method of measurement-based design equations has the least average error.

2.3.2 Characteristic and dimension considerations of CPW line

Silicon and copper are selected as the substrate and conductor of our cpw cantilevers,

respectively. The selection considerations of cPW dimensions will refer to the methods

and observations discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 2.12 Comput€d losses (40 GHz) as a function of c€nter strip conductor width,s for a CpW

with different resistivity of Si substrâtes âs pâramet€rs. (a) Dielectric loss; (b) Total loss (s, = 11.9, ó
: 100 !rm, t: I pm, å = 325 pm).

The computed losses of the CPW line on the Si holder and CPW cantilever suspended

in air, as a function of center strip conductor width S for different frequencies using the

equation (2-23), are shown in Figure 2.13, respectively. Although the computed data are

rigorously valid fo¡ many limitations [55], they can be used to estimate the optimum

dimensions of CPW cantileve¡s. Since substrate thickness is larger than 2å for all the

lines, the results are independent of the substrate thickness t55lt58l. The CpW line

exhibits an acceptably low loss for.! and å over a reasonable range. When the CpW

center strip conductot becomes very narrow or the slot width becomes very small, the

loss becomes very large. The loss of CPW increases with increase frequency. Fo¡ a fixed

íÌequency, the cPW loss initially decreases and later increases with the increase of the

center conducto¡ width s. For the requirements of our design, the width 2bt is chosen as

200 ¡rm. This is rnainly due to test equipment probe and bond wire requirements for

connecting to the structure. The cPW line on si substrate (part l) has 1ow losses for a

width,Sl range of50-125 pm as indicated in Figure 2.13 (a).
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Figure 2.13 Computed attenuation constant as a function of center strip conductor \yidth S for a

CPW with different frequencies. (a) Part 1: CPW lin€ on Si holder, ¿.r: 11.9, ór : 100 pm, / = I pm,

h = 325 Fmi (b) Part 3: CPW cantilever in air, e,3: 1, å3 = 55 ¡.rm, l: I Fm.

The CPW cantilever suspended in air (part 3) is exposed by using the backside KOH

etch to remove the substrate material and leave only the desi¡ed CPVy' metal lines. It can

be considered as being on high resistivity air-dielectric substrate [59] and reduces the

effects of dielectric loss. The width 2ó3 is chosen as 110 pm mainly due to lithographic

resolution limitations of the masks we use in oul lab. The CPW cantilever in air (part 3)

has low losses in the width .13 range of 30-70 pm in Figure 2. l3 (b).

2,3.2.2 Characteristics and dimensions of CPW

For a given effective dielectric constant €,.efl , airry vañations in impedance are determined

by the ratio of a/b. The calculated characteristics of the CpW on Si substrate using

equations (2.11) and (2.12) are shown in Figure 2.14, respectively. It should be pointed

out that when h> 3bt, the characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant are

reasonably independent ofthe Si substrate thickness.

CtrlpLled adqudim æ6Þm æ â ft¡¿ùon ol øler
sÍip órdúrd widlh s" lù å cPl¡/ wiriì difemt
feqffiis. €"-1, b"5rm, I =1!m

5

0

Cert€r cond¡jclor width S (pm)
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For the CPW structure, the study [32] showed that minirnum attenuation occurs for a

characteristic impedance close to 50 Q. 50 Q characteristic impedance in the hlb¡ = f-1gg

curve for a CPW lìne ona325 pm Si wafer corresponds to a1/b1xç.46 in Figure2.14 (a).

From the Figore 2.14 (b), the effective dielectric constant is about 6.8 at ay/\ = 0.46 in

hlby = 3-1gO curve. If the separation widt}' 2U between ground strip conductors is 200

pm according to the design tequirements, then ,1, : 2a1 : 92 þm, Iü -- 54 pm. Since /z >

bt for all cases, the results are independent of the Si substrate thickness.

q(s1+2w1)=a/b,

Figure 2.14 Computed characteristics of CPW on Si wafer as a function of ^91/(,91+2lfi):arlb1, with
the normalized substrâte /r/ár as a parameter, ¿¡r = 11.9, h = 325 Fm. (â) Chåracteristic impedance;

(b) effective dielectric constânt.

Figure 2.15 shows the characteristic impedance ofa CPW line in ai¡. The effective

dielectric constant and the loss decrease as the material below the cpw cantilever is

etched away. A lower effective dielectric constant results in a lower line capacitance that

increases the characteristic impedance Z¡. D:ue to the requirements of mask resolution in

our lab and fo¡ use in EFM measurements, the minimal slot width Il\ is 35 pm and a

selected 
^s3 

is approximately 40 pm. Therefore, the 2å3 between ground conductors is

about 1i0 ¡tm and a3/fu is approximateiy 0.36. The val:ue of a3/b3; 0,36 corresponds to a
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é
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&
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characteristic impedance of 141.8 O for the CPW line suspended in the air in Figure 2.15

with an effective dielectric of e,* =1 . This will cause a mismatch at very high

frequencies. A lower characteristic impedance may be achieved if a dielectric substrate is

used under the CPW cantilever sectìon.

Both attenuations of the CPW on Si holder and suspended in air a¡e in the low range

because the selected CPW dimensions are in the range of low losses, respectively, as

studied in the section 2.3.2.1 .

cñBn¿d chã'æ1q¡sùc imo€dæ ot cF4¡/ in û€ ajr
s a hnE¡ø o' s/6"+2w.)

o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Sr(S3+2w3tsa/b¡

Figure 2.15 Computed charâcteristic impedânce of CPW cantitever in air

âs a function of .93/(Jr+2vù=a¿Æ3,

2,3.2.3 Conductor thickness

Figure 2.16 shows the effects of conducto¡ thickness I on the calculated losses using

equation (2.23) of a CPW on Si wafer and in air in the range of 10 to I 00 GHz,

respectively. For the two cases, the losses of CPW are minimal when the thickness of
conductors is 1- 4 ¡im. The loss increases very fast when conductor thickness is below 1

¡"1m. The attenuation increases very rapidly once the conductor thickness I becomes less

than about two o¡ three times the skip depth ô. To obtain a high resonance frequency
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without increasing cantilever stiffrress requires a reduction in conductor mass. Thus, we

choose a i ¡rm thick CPW conductor.

t (Em) t (Þm)

Figure 2.16 Computed attenuâtion constant of CPW as a function of conductor thickness f with

frequency âs â parameter. (a) Part 1: CPW on Si wafer. e.¡ = 11.9, S¡ : 92 pm,l\: 54 pm, h = 325

pm; (b) Part 3: CPW cantilever in air. s'3 : 1, .93 = 40 pr¡ I/3 = 35 ¡rm.

2.3.3 Simulation results of a CPW cantilever

From the above theoretical calculations and analyses and the requirements of MEMS

fabrication and EFM measurements, a draft of an entire CPW cantilever design is shown

in Figure 2.17. It gives the dimensions of all three parts. To verify the electrical

performance of the designed CPW cantilever, full electromagnetic simulation of its
propagation properties is needed.

In following HFSS simulation, the effect of dc resistance is neglected and the loss

tangent is assumed to be 0.02 in the ffequency range 0.04-40 GHz. The HFSS method

simulates the th¡ee parts of an entire CPW cantilever. The corresponding simulation

results are compared to the theoretical analysis results. Using the HFSS program

sirnulation, modification, and verification of the desígned cPW cantilever is performed

ùt

E

ä
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until all requirements are satisfled. Finally we simulate the entirely designed CPW

cantilever.

:r
Þ

1-

On Si subshate, e"r=I1.9, h=325Fm
sr =9? Fm, wl= 5agm

Ln air, eo = I, FI Fm , S¡= 40 pm,
Wj= 35 pm

fr-*------l
Etched çaviF

| i.- 640 FÌn -+
I

zoo Fm-]-j

Si subshate Irì ai¡

1
C antilever/blo ck
release points

FiguÌe 2.17 Dim€nsions of ân entir€ CPW cantilever.

2.3,3.1 Part I -CPW on Si holder

Figure 2.18 (a) shows a photo$aph and HFSS simulation S-parameters of a 5000 pm

CPW line on high resistivity 1000 Q-cm Si. The maximum insertion loss 521 is less than

1.5 dB at 40 GHz, which is considered to be acceptable. The retum loss S11 is observed

to be better than 15 dB over the entire frequency range. It indicates that the designed

CPW on Si substrate is well matched to 50 Q characteristic impedance and the input

signal can be maximally transferred to its output. Therefore, the propagation properties of
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the CPW lìne based on the above calculated dimensions satisry our designed

requirements.

2.3.3.2 Part2 -tapered CPW on Si holder

For the part 2 between pafi 1 and parf 3, a 200 pm tapered CPW line as shown in Figure

2.18 (b) is necessary owing to different dimensions of CPW t¡ansmission lines. The

correspondingly simulated reflection loss is 20 dB at the frequency range 0.04-40 GHz,

which is very small. The transmission loss is almost equal to zero over the entire

frequency range and it does not affect transmitted high ffequency signals. Another

method to calculate reflection and t¡ansmission losses is that the trapezoidal tapered CPW

iine is divided into very small rectangular sections, each of which is ffeated as an

individual transmission line. The ABCD matrices for each transmission line are then

cascaded to obtain the total ABCD rnatrix. From these rnatrices, the characteristics ofthe

tapered CPW line are computed. The process is repeated at each frequency [28].

2.3.3.3 Part3 -CPW cantilever suspended in the air

Figure 2.18 (c) and (d) show photographs and simulated reflection coefficients of ground

opened and ground connected CPW cantilevers suspended ìn air. Both designs are almost

the same except at the end of CPW cantilever. It is easy to understand that the HFSS

simulation results show similar results. Reflection loss deduces a transmission loss

-0.004 dB at 4O GHz. They show the designed CPW suspended in air is almost lossless

and has good propagation properties. It also shows that the effect of mismatch due to the

line impedance Zo: 142 O and not 50 O does not have a significant effect up fo 40 GHz.

Therefore, the simulated results of the cPW in air based on calculated dimensions satisfy

our requirements.
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Figure 2.1E The photogrâphs and s-parameters ofthree parts ofa cpw cantilever. (a) part l: s000

pm CPW on Si holder 1Zo = 142 g¿¡, (b) Part 2: 200 Fm trânsition on Si holder; (c) pârt 3-l: ground

connected 640 ¡rm cantilever in air; (d) Pârt 3-2: ground opened 640 pm cpw cântilever in âir (20 =

r42 A).
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2.3,3.4 Simulation of entire CPW cantilever structure

The above HFSS simulation S-parameters of the three parts all satisfu the design

requirements. They indicate that each part can maximize the power delivered to its output

and minimize the ¡eflected poì,ver. Now, we further simulate the entire CPW cantilever to

test the design model.

Figure 2.19 (a) and (b) show the two entire CPW ca¡tilevers, the ground connected

and opened 640 pm CPW cantilevers mounted with a 5000 pm CPW line on a 1000 O-

cm resistivity Si holder, and the corresponding simulation S-parameters at the frequency

range from 0.04-40 GHz, respectively. The difference between S-parameters is small and

is less than or equai to 4 percent. It is reasonable because the only difference between the

two cases is that ground lines are connected or opened at the end of CPW cantilever in

air. Thus, we will mainly focus on analyses of the ground connected CPW cantileve¡.

Retlection loss results indicate a transmission loss -1.5 dB at 40 GHz (-3 dB/2). High

fiequency input signals (>20 GHz) can be propagated to the tip for EFM probing.

Comparison with the simulated S-parameters for only the 5000 pm CPW ha¡smission

line on the Si holder (part 1) is shown in Figure 2.19 (c). The difference between the

transmission losses deduced from reflection losses is very small and the loss of CPW

cantilever suspended in air is very small. This indicates that the loss of CPW on Si holder

(parl 1) mainly decide the propagation properties ofan entire CPW cantileve¡.
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Figure 2.19 Photogrâphs and simulated S-parameters ofthree cases.

(a) Ground connected CPW cantileyer mounted on a 5000 pm CpW on a Si holder; (b) Ground
opened CPW cantilever mount€d on a 5000 Fm CPW on â Si holder; (c) A 5000 ¡rm CpW

transmission line on â Si holder (pârt l).
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Chapter 3 Basic principles and processes of MEMS CPW

cantilever fabrication

Accurate design rnodeling and efficient simulation, in support of greatly reduced

development cycle time and cost, are the first step for the MEMS CPW cantilever

fabrication. This chapter will focus on the basic principles and processes of MEMS

fabrication and detailed fabrication procedures of stressed MEMS CPW cantilevers.

Materials for section 3.2 are based on þ0lla1l[a2].

3.1 Introduction

MEMS are created by micromachining processes. The actual MEMS fabrication

processes are comprised of several sequential steps, each of which may be repeated many

times. Each of these steps adds or subtracts a single layer on a wafe¡. Figure 3.1 shows

the main processes of a MEMS fabrication [41]1421. The MEMS fabrication can staÍ on

either a Si wafer or a Si wafer with SiO2 insulating layers. No matter which kind of the

wafer is used in MEMS fabrication, the processes of MEMS fabrication are almost the

same. Figure 3.2 gives the draft of a MEMS CPW cantilever by using fabrication

processes as shown in Figure 3.1. It also gives the dimensions ofCPW cantilever, cavity,

and V-groves on high-resistivity Si wafer.

Irrspection & 1\4e asurement

Figure 3,1 Main processes of MEMS fabrication.
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280Fm V-goove V-groûve 280Fm

Figure 3.2 Draft and dimensions of a MEMS CPW cantilev€r with câvity and V-grooves.

3.2 The main processes of MEMS fabrication

3.2,1 Surface treatment

This is the most important step in MEMS fabrication and the success of lithography

depends on its effectiveness. Before MEMS fabrication, a wafer must be thoroughly

cleaned and free of contaminants to improve the resist adhesion to the wafer surface.

Good adhesion is necessary in order to reduce the possibility of resist lifting or

undercutting during the etch process.

Wafer contaminants can be broadly classified as:

. Particulates

. Organic residues

. hrorganic residues

. Unwanted oxide layers

Different cleaning methods can be used either independently or in combination with

othe$ to effectively clean a wafer su¡face. In general wet cieaning can be used to remove
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al1 four types of contaminants. High pressure spraying and ultrasonic cleaning can be

used to remove partìculates. The RCA þopular wet chemical clean) cleaning is used to

remove both organic and inorganic contaminants ffom the wafer surface. Acids, vapor

phase cleaning and dry cleaning methods are often used to remove residues and unwanted

oxide layers.

3.2.2 Photolithography

A MEMS structure always contains many elements, typically the size of a few

micrometers. No physical tool is adequate for fabrication on this scale. Microelectronic

patteming is performed by radiation using ultraviolet (f$ fight or an electron beam.

This process is called photolithography. It can hansfer a pattern from a mask to a wafer

surface by the application of a photosensitive film called photoresist or resist. It is not

un¡easonable to say that it is the most importa¡t step of the entire fabrication processes.

A block diagram of a photolithography process is shown in Figure 3.3.

Photolithography brings the additive and subhactive processes together for the purposes

ofpatterning the deposited layers on a wafer.

Figure 3.3 A typical photolithography process.

Priming

After the cleaning process and before application of resist, a wafer surface must be

thoroughly dried and any remaining water or moisture must be removed.

Priming acts as an adhesion promoter by creating a moisture free surface and is

usually done in conjunction with a dehydration bake. The wafer is dried using dry

Inspection and tesfing
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nitrogen and a dehydration bake at about 200 'C fo¡ 2 hours can be done to further

remove all of the adsorbed water attached to the wafer surface. Priming not only helps

resist adhesion during the spin coat process but also decreases the likelihood of features

lifting during the developing cycle. In addition, the wafer is not exposed to the

environment for a long time between the cleaning process and the priming and, between

the priming and resist application. This is to avoid re-deposition of contaminants on the

wafer surface prìor to resist application.

Photoresist

The next step is to coat the wafer with the resist or photoresist. The photoresist must

adhere well to the surface, form a uniform, and defect free film on the wafer surface.

Furthermore, the photoresist wìI1 ¡esist attack by some etchants capable of removing the

substrate material.

Resist is a sensitive substance whose physical and chemical properlies change when

exposed to UV radiation. Resist materials can be classified as positive or negative based

on their radiation response. For a positive resist, the areas exposed to the UV light

become solvable and are washed away in the developer solution. The unexposed regions

will ¡emain unchanged. Therefo¡e, the pattem on wafe¡ is the same as that on the mask.

For a negative resist, the areas of the resist on the wafer exposed to UV light change from

a soluble state to an insoluble state. The unexposed resist is not changed chemically and

is simpiy rinsed away during the development step. The resulting pattem on the wafer is

opposite to that on the rnask.

In addition, the minimum geometries produced on the wafer using a negative resist

a¡e limited to 2 pm or larger due to swelling of the resist that occurs in the developer.

However, positive processes produce minimum geometries of 0.35 pm or smaller.

Therefore, positive resists are more common in MEMS fabrication because they ofler

higher resolution, thermal stability, and greater resistance.

The most co unon application method is spin coating. The resist is either dispensed

statically or dynamicaliy. The spindle is then spun rapidly at 3000-6000 rpm for 30-60

seconds. A typical resist layer varies from 0.5 pm to 4-5 ¡rm in thickness. Resist thickness
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and thickness uniformity are critical parameters in developing a good photolithography

process.

Softbøke

After spin coating the film contains 1 to 3 Vo of residual solvent and may contain

built-in stresses caused by the shear forces during the spin process. Residual solvents in

the film will effect the quality of the image obtained after the develop cycle. Stresses in

the film lead to loss of adhesion. The wafer undergoes a softbake or prebake typically at

100-120"C for 1-2 minutes on a hot plate to drive off most of the solvent in the resist and

anneal out any stress in the film. Softbake ensures that the resist film has uniform

properties across the wafer. After a successful softbake, the resist fi1m is very sensitive to

light of specific wavelengths.

Exposute

To transfer a mask image to a surface of a resist-coated wafer, the ¡adiation is shone

through a transparent mask plate. For positive resist, the exposure is successful if the

solubiiity in the exposed areas is high as compared with non-illuminated a¡eas. The

unexposed areas remain unaffected in solubility. The quality ofthe image depends on the

tool, time, the radiation source, energy density and uniformity, and dose rate.

The exposure system consists of an UV lamp with or without lenses between the

mask and the wafer. There are two main exposure systems: projection printing and

contact printing. For projection printing, the mask is distant from the wafer, and lenses

are used to focus the mask image onto the wafer. This method can get better ¡esolution

and minimize defect problems. For contact printing, the mask placed in physical contact

with the wafe¡ and the diffraction effects are minimized. The mask is pressed against the

resist-coated wafer during uv exposure. Pressures ranging from 0.05 to 0.3 atm are used

to push the mask into more intimate contact with the wafer. The primary advantage of
contact printing is that small featu¡es can be made using comparatively inexpensive

equipment.

The most common tlpes ofoptical sources for photolithography are the high pressure

arc lamps and mercury vapor lamps. wavelengths ofthe light source used for exposure of
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the resist coated wafer range from 150-300 nm to 350-500 nm. The resists are sensitive to

iight of 300-500 nm in wavelength, a range that includes visible violet and blue light.

Therefore, resist process occurs under 'yellow light' conditions where wavelengths below

500 nm are filte¡ed.

Development

The developing process has the $eatest influence on the quality of the image. The

resist-coating wafer with the exposed pattem is placed in developer solution for a fixed

time. The developing process depends on the concenhation solution and temperature. The

developing temperature must be controlled to better than +ioC. The wafe¡ is washed with

a solvent that preferentially removes the resist areas of higher solubìlity. Then the wafer

is rinsed to stop development. Depending on the type of resist, the washed-away areas

may be either the illuminated or shadowed regions of the coating. If exposure increases

resist solubility, resist is washed away in the areas corresponding to the transpatent zones

of mask. The resist image is identical to the opaque image on the mask.

Hørdbake

The last step in photolithography is hardbake or postbake. The wafer undergoes a

hardbake typically at 120'C fo¡ 20 minutes. It is used to improve adhesion and ha¡den the

resist against further processing such as ion implantation and plasma etching. It is done at

a higher temperature and longer time than softbake. However, resist is a polynner that

softens and flows when heated. The hardbake temperature must be less than the flow

point of the resist.

3,2.3 Etching

Materials are usually either ¡emoved or added during a process in MEMS fabrication.

One of the most important subtractive processes is etching, which can be described as

pattem transfer by selective, chemical or physical removal ofa material from a substrate

and its resident thin films. Etch process, like development, ¡emoves a film o¡ layer from
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the subshate in those areas not covered with protective layer called etch mask, such as

photoresist, metal, or oxide layer. Different etchants need different etch masks. Table 3.1

gives some example silicon etchants.

Table 3.1 Comparison of example silicon etchants [40]

There are two tlpes of etching: wet and dry. Wet etching is a purely chemical process

that can have serious drawbacks: poor process control and etch rate, and excessive

particle contamination. However, wet etching can be highly selective a¡d often does not

damage the substrate. Dry etching is the rernoval or etching of solid material in the gas

phase, physically by ion bombardment, chemically by a chemical reaction with a reactive

species at the surface, or by both physical and chemical mechanisms. Dry etch rates are

less accurate.

The two most important aspects of etching processes are selectivity and anisotropy.

The selectivity of an etchant refe¡s to how selective it is in etching one material over

another. For example, buffered oxide etch (BOE, HF), a wet etchant, is extremely

HN
(HF+HNO3

+Acetic
Acid)

Alkali-
OH

(ethylene
diamine

plrochat-

XeFr SFo

plasma

DRIE
(Deep

Reactive
lon etch)

Etch t\De wet wet wel wet dry dry dry
A¡ri sotronic no yes yes yes no vanes yes

Available co1nmon common moderate moderâte Iimited co1lrmon limited
Si etch rate Ito3 Ifo2 tto30 1to3 >l
bl roug-rutess low low low variable hish variable low
Nitride etch low low low I to 10

nm./min
low low

Oxide etch l0 to 30
nm./min

I to 10

nm/min
Ito80

nm/min
=l ¡fi-/mln low low low

Al selective no no no yes yes yes yes

Au selective ikely yes yes yes yes yes yes

P++ etch stop no yes yes yes no no no
Elecrocnemlc
al stop?

yes yes yes no no no

CMOS
comnaiihle

no no yes yes yes yes yes

Cosl low low moderâte moderate moderate hi hiCh

Disposal low easv difñcult moderate N/A N/A N/A
Safetv moderate moderate low h mOCerA¡e l high hieh
(The data in the table may vary di so Lrrces)
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selective between silicon and oxide; it will etch hundreds of microns of oxide befo¡e it

etches one micron of silicon. The other important characteristic of etchants is the

anisotropy. There are two main etch processes: isotropic and anisotropic. A completely

isotropic etchant etches in all directions at the same rate, whereas completely anisotropic

etchant will etch in one direction. Anisohopic etching etches at different rates in different

directions of a crystal.

3.2.4 Stripping

This step involves the stripping of the ¡esist and sacrificial layers. Stripping the resist

always uses an acetone soak befo¡e the next process. To further remove any residuai

resist, a sample is sometimes treated in low-pressure oxygen plasrna and may be

accomplished by either a liquid or an oxidizing plasma process. This is followed by an

inspection to make sure that the unwanted metal and resist have been stripped off
completeiy. To remove a sacrificial layer, such as SiOz, KOH etch is always used. Ca¡e

must be taken not to alter the underlying thin film or wafer surface. It is also very

important to keep the process free from any contamination that may adversely affect

subsequent lithographic steps.

3.2.5 Inspection & Tesfing

Inspection and testing are ideally done after every process in photoiithography before

sending the wafers for the next process. The purpose of the inspection is to avoid th¡ee

classes of problems: deviations in the pattem dimensions, surface problems, and resist

problems, such as irnproper cleaning or leaving contaminants on the wafer surface,

improper resist applicalion. problerns with resist adhesion, improper exposure or

developing process, and unwanted oxide formation on the wafe¡ surface before the next

step. This method ofinspection and testing after every step, rather than waiting until the

final development step to inspect the wafers, saves time and money in case the wafers

have to be processed again. These inspections can either be done by using the naked eye
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or using a microscope. For example, after spin coating the film, variations in the resist

film thickness are readiiy seen using the bare eye. Resist areas of different thickness are

of different colours. A perfect spin coating results in a resist layer without colored

pattems. Once a process has been rejected and a reason established for it, the process

must be stopped in orde¡ to overcome problems befo¡e the next step is processed.

3.3 Other issues in CPW cantilever fabrication

3.3,1 Mask design

The first step of MEMS fabrication requires the design of lithographic masks. A mask

must have a high optical transparency at the exposure wavelength, low coefficient of
thermal expansion, and a flat, highly polished surface that reduces light scattering. The

masks are then pattemed by another lithographic process. Masks are usually fabricated on

glass or mylar. On one surface is a pattemed opaque layer. In most masks the opaque

layer is chromium that can block the UV light when exposed. Any unwanted chrome can

be removed by laser ablation.

In our work we d¡ew the mask pattems using Adobe Iilustrator 10.0 and then sent

them off to a commercial photo/print shop to obtain the masks on transparent mylar

sheet. Since the printer being used is 3600 dots-per-inch (dpi), the resolution is about

7.05 [m/dot. The reasonable resolution for a mask needs 3 dots. In addition, the ink

spreads when it contacts the glass surface and eûors may be caused in lithography and

developing. The 28 ¡rm and larger size prints are of very good quality. The dimensions

for our CPW cantilever are set to larger than 28 pm as shown in Figure 3.2 in order to

ensure good quality.

The designed masks for CPW cantilevers are shown in Figure 3.3. The image

dimensions on the masks depend on the dimensions of the designed cpw cantilevers. A
mask contains the pattem that can be transferred to a wafer. The masks may be the same

size as the fina1 image on the wafer or the image may be reduced during the exposure.
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(a) Backside mask I (b) Frontside mask 2

Figure 3.4 Lithographic contact mâsks (glass).

The pattem on the frontside must be aligned with the pattern on the backside of a

wafer. The frontside masks should be flipped horizontally to align the backside masks.

Aligning masks to a wafer is very important for MEMS fabrication to transfe¡ the

designed image from the contact masks to photoresist. It is very difficult and time-

consuming, especially if many masks are used for a wafer.

A mask is piaced above a wafer and then manually aligned to the wafer. The latter

mask alignment for patteming images is more difficult than standard lithographic

processing. The etch for cavity formation stafis from the backside of the wafer, so the

openings in the silicon oxide on Si wafer must be oriented properly relative to a CpW

cantilever defined on the frontside of the wafer. If not, the cPW cantìlever wiil not be

(c) Frontside mask 3 and some
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positioned at the locations of the cavity on the wafer backside, and may not even be on

the membrane.

3.3.2 Deposition films

Thin films are always used as conductor, ìnsulator, etch mask, diffusion mask, and

sacrificial layers on the wafer surface. To deposit films fo¡ surface micromachining,

many techniques are used: spin coating, evaporation, sputtering, chemical vapor

deposition, and epitaxy. The thermal evaporation is selected due to its simple and

inexpensive deposition equipment.

Thermal evaporation is a method to deposit high quality thin films of metals and other

materials onto a wafer. The wafer is loaded into a high-vacuum chamber that is

commonly pumped with a diffusion pump.

To obtain the best uniformity, the evaporator is usually operated at low rates,

although operation at these rates requires high vacuums to avoid contamination of the

film. The important parameters to control during evaporation are the deposition ¡ate and

film thickness. Both are measured using a quartz crysta1 rate monitor. The rate of material

deposition is controlled by varlng the charge temperature. The reasonable deposition

rates are achieved with vapour pressure of at least l0 mtorr.

However, residual stresses are caused by the difference between the thermal

expansion coefficients of the deposited film a¡d substrate or other films. Intrinsic stresses

usually result ffom the nonequilibrium nature of the thin film deposition process and

deposition parameters. Thus, the residual stress must be carefully considered during

MEMS CPW cantilever fabrication.

3.3.3 Release cantilever

Anisotropic etchant, such as KOH, etches silicon at different rates depending on the

crystalline direction. The etch ratios for these two directions, [100] and [1I l], can be as
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high as 400:1. The (111) planes are oriented at 54.7" relative to the (100) plane. An

anisotropic KOH etches the crystalline structure of the [100] wafer and is used in our

process to form the cavity and V-grooves. The walls of the cavity and V-groove slope at

an angle of 54.7 o from the surface plane.

The cavity and V-groove are fabricated to release a cantìlever beam and to split offa

piece of Si wafer, respectively. The difference is that they expose different SiO2 openings

in etcha¡t ¡esulting in different etch depths. For a small opening, the etch is terminated at

an "etch stop" due to reaching the intersection of the (111) planes and then an inverted

pyramid V-groove is formed. The depth of the V-grooves is designed to be haÌf the

thickness of the wafer and the Si wafer is easily cleaved. If the etch is terminated before

the etch stop due to reaching the intersection of the (1 11) planes, then a truncated

pynamidal cavity is formed. The ¡emained thickness of the cavity (membrane) and V-

groove must be strong enough to withstand successive photolithography steps on the Si

wafer. Since KOH deep etching was used to fabricate the V-grooves and cavity below the

CPW cantilever, the resultant profile was Írapezoidal and the slope is 54.7" inFigxe3.2.

The phenomena of crystal cleavage and anisotropic etching stopping on certain

crystal planes are commonly thought to ¡esult from the plane with the least surface

density of atoms and surfaces with the highest bond density [41].

3.4 MEMS CPW cantilever fâbricâtion

3.4.1 MEMS CPW cantilever fabrication parâmeters

The process parameters of MEMS CPW cantilever fabrication are determined empirically

in conjunction with the above review of MEM fabrication processes. A recommended

process is shown in Table 3.2. The process is for a Si wafer covered both sides with 1.5

pm SiO2 insulating layers to fabricate MEMS CPW cantilevers.
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Table 3.2 Recommended process steps in MEMS CPW cântilev€r fâbricâtion

3.4.2 Detailed MEMS fabrication steps of CPW cantilevers

The MEMS CPW cantilevers are in-house fabricated using 2-inch diameter, 325 pm

thick, 1000 O-cm resistivity, and n-type Si wafer with (100) crystal orientation and both

wafer sides covered with 1.5 Um SiO2 insulating layers. The main steps in MEMS CPW

cantilever fabrication are given as: BOE etch to remove unwanted SiO2 regions and KOH

deep etch to form a preliminary cavity (the remaining Si wafer thickness is approximately

40 ¡rm) and V-grooves on the backside of the Si wafer; BOE etch to remove unwanted

SiO2 regions above the cavity on the frontside of the Si wafer; deposition and patteming

of A1/Cu layers to form the CPW lines on the frontside; XeF2 etch to remove the

rernaining 40 pm Si wafer at the cavity and release the CPW cantilever shucture. The

detailed fabrication steps for MEMS CPW cantilevers are shown schematically in Figure

3.5 and given as follows:

Process Duration Process temperature Note
Oxidation 6 hours 1100 " c 1.5 pm on both sides

of Si wafer
Soinnins coatins resist 3000 mm f'or 35 sec Room temDerature 2 um ofHPR 506
Softbake l min 110 "C Ouick cold for 5 sec

Exposure 1.5 min Room temperatule UV lisht
Developmenl 45 sec Room temÞerature HPRD 4I9
Hardbake 20 min 120"C Remove water
Strinnins oxide 40 min for I .5 um Room temperature 10:l BOE (HF)
Etch silicon 4 hours 80 "c KOH etch

(=1.1um/min)
Strinnins nhotoresisl 10 sec Room temperature Acetone
Deposit Al film Variable Room temÞerature 0.21 um (=1.5 nm/s)
Deposit Cu lilm Variable Room temDerature 0.92 um l=1.4 nm/s)
Strinoins Cu l-2 min Room temÞerature Chrome etcha¡t
Striooins Al lmín Room temperature l0:1 BOE (HF)
XeF, sas etchant Variable Room temperature In vacuum
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Aiberta, Canada to make insulator SiO2 layers on the both sides of the Si wafers. The

wet oxidation is usually done at 1100"C for 6 hours in a quartz fumace to form l.5

¡m oxidation on the both sides of a Si wafer.

For shallow etch, we usually use photoresist as a mask. For deep etch, however, the

photoresist is useless and we usually use SiOz or Si¡N+ layer as a mask. The SiO2

insulating layers on both sides of a Si wafer can protect the unwanted etch regions as

an etch mask and can also avoid a dc leakage current between CPW center strip

conductor and the ground strip conductors. Both sides of the wafer are deposited with

2 ¡rm photoresist (HPR506) using a spin coating process at 3000 rpm for 35 seconds.

The wafe¡ is then soft baked approximately 1 rninute at 110 'C on a hot plate and the

wafer is placed on an aluminium slab to cool for 5 seconds.

Cavity and V-groove: use mask 1 to contact the photoresist on the backside of the Si

wafer using contact printing and define the openings ofthe cavity and V-grooves. Use

UV light exposure about 90 seconds, and then develop the exposed wafer in

HPRD419 approximately 45 seconds. The image of mask I is imprinted on the

photoresist of the wafer su¡face. Then the wafer undergoes hardbake for 20 minutes at

120 oC to remove the attached water.

SiO2 openings: use 10:1 BOE to overetch the exposed SiO2 layer without protection

of a photoresist layer for about 40 minutes. This process does not affect the Si wafer

and unexposed SiO2 regions.

Backside deep etch: use KOH anisotropic etch on the entire 320 ¡rm thick Si wafer to

form the cavity and V-grooves as shown in Figure 3.6. The difference between cavity

and V-groove is that they expose different sized openings in an etchant resulting in

different etch depths. The SiOz openings of the cavity and V-groove are about 950

and 280 lrm as shown in Figure 3.7, respectively. After 4 hours in a 80 oC KOH etch,

the remaining Si wafer becomes about 40 pm thickness on the exposed SiO2 region of

the cavity. The etch rate of KOH for silicon is approximately 1.1 ¡un/min. The SiO2

layers on both sìdes of the Si wafer become 0.36 ¡rm because the etch rate of KOH

for oxide is about 0.25-0.3 !Lm./hour. For the small opening, the etch becomes very

slow and usually stops at the intersection of the (1 l1) planes to form the V-grooves.

3.

4.
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The ¡emained thickness of the cavity and V-grooves must be strong enough to

withstand successive photolithography steps on the frontside of Si wafer.

280|lrn v-eÍoove V-groove 280Pm

Figure 3.6 Dimensions of a CPW cantilever on â SiO2 m€mbrane above â cayiry.

V-groove Cavity

Figure 3.7 Designed dimensions of a cavity and â V-groove after KOH deep etch.

Use contact mask 2 to pattem the unwanted SiO2 regions on the fiontside of the Si

wafer: deposit photoresist on the frontside of Si wafer over the cavity regions. The

backside of the wafer is covered with wafer tape to avoid etching by the following

BOE etch. Use contact mask 2 lithography, expose to UV light, and then develop

photoresist.
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7.

BOE overetching removes the SiO2layer on unwanted SiO2 regions. All photoresist is

removed using acetone as above before the next step. Every time the wafer undergoes

a softbake after deposited photoresist and hardbake after development.

Deposition metals: deposìt 0.21 ¡rm A1 layer and then 0.92 pm Cu layer, which are

rneasured by a qtartz crystal monitor, on the remained SiO2 layer of the frontside Si

wafer by evaporation. The thin A1 layer is deposited prior to the Cu layer deposition

to enhance adhesion between Cu and silicon oxide. Then Deposit a photoresist layer

on the Si wafer covered with Al/Cu layers.

Use contact mask 3 to pattem the CPW transmission lines on metal layers of the

frontsìde Si wafe¡. The dimensions of one CPW cantilever are given in Figure 3.6.

Pattem, expose and develop photoresist.

Metal etch: metal layers are pattemed and removed in the unwanted areas to obtain

the CPW transmission lines on the frontside of the Si wafer. Between the Si wafer

and metal layers is the remained SiO2 layer after KOH deep etch. The regions of

CPW lines are protected by a covered photoresist layer. Use chrome etchant to

remove the Cu layer and use BOE etchant to remove both the Al layer and the SiOz

layer at uncovered photoresist regions. Then remove all photoresist. Now on the

frontside, above cavities, the membranes are either the remaining Si wafer or the

remaining SiO2 layer on remaining Si wafer after KOH deep etch. The SiOz layers on

Si holder are etched away at the slot regions of the CPW line on the Si holder as

shown in Figure 3.8.

*"" -l * F-- s--i w l.- *"" t=rFm

9.

h

L

Silicon dioxide \ silicon
etched õray

Silicon rv-¿fe¡

Figure 3.8 Cross sectional view of the CPW line on Si holder.

10. Release the CPW cantilever: 5 seconds BOE etch is used to remove any native oxide

on the silicon wafer. Then an isotropìc XeF2 gas etch is used to remove the remaining

Si wafer below the cantilever in order to release the conductive CPW cantileve¡ with
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A typical situation is depicted in Figure 4.2. Assume a freestanding metal film that

has the thickness I and width ra,. If it is bent by applying force ,F at the ends as shown in

Frgare 4.2 (a), a stress gradient Lolt ca¡ be grown in the film, creating a restoring

moment which just balances the bending moment of F. Similarly, if metal film is
deposited on Si substrate with an intrinsic stress gradient as shown in Figure 4.2 (b), the

gradient must be maintained by a sufficient bonding fo¡ce F- to the Si substrate. If a

bonded cantileve¡ beam is undercut-etched to ¡elease it for a length Z as shown in Figure

4.2 (c), a portion of film curves up until the stress is completely relaxed.

Befo¡e the cantilever beam is released, there is both an average stress and a stress

gadient in the thin film. The stress will go to zero when it is reieased, but the stress

gradient remains if the film is constrained such that it is stil1 flat. After release, the

average stress is zero, but the stress gradient remains. This leads to bending of the

freestanding structure. This will form a stressed CPW cantilever. The resulting curvature

radius r may be decided by Hooke's law for biaxial stress.

Figure 4.2 Stress gradients causing a bent cantilever [601.
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where the stress ox,y and sÍain tx,y are given the subscripts in which the first element

refers to the surface and the second refers to the direction. E is the Young's modulus, and

v is Poisson's ratio. ð/(1-v) is the biaxial modulus. The change in strain lìom top to

bottom across I is related to r by

The biaxial stress is given by Hook's law [40]:

o",r: [.Ð/(1-v)]e-,,

LÊ.*,y : tlr

For moderate angles of lifl

b = L2/2r

(4.1)

(4.2)

(0<50"), the bending height can be approximated by

(4.3)

Combining above three equations, stress can be given by mechanical parameters as

to =ztlzt(t-Ðla/Ê @.4)

For stressed MEMS cantilevers, the conductive transmission lines are fabúcated by

Al(0.21 ¡rm)/Cu(0.92 pm) layers. For approximate calculation, the stress is assumed to be

caused by only the Cu layer. Therefore, E = 130 GPa (assuming bulk value), v = 0.32, r:
0.92 pm. Table 4.1 shows measured bending height å and the calculated stress resulting

in bent cantilevers. The cantilever bending height was measured with a microscope with a

calibrated z-movement. A variation of stress is observed in Tabie 4.1, this possibly due to

variatìon ofE over the sample surface.

For the fabricated stressed CPW cantilevers, it is also noted that the springs are

surprisingly tough, and have survived during rinsing offoxide and dust on the surface.
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The quality factor Q is defined as resonant frequency divided by its resonant width

A=+ of the 3dB bandwidth liom resonant fiequency or bandwidth LJ,.at 0.707 of the- 
^f,

maximum amplitude. Tab\e 4.2 gives the measured and computed mechanical

pafameters.

Figure 4.5 (a) Ground-connected side beams; (b) equivalent beam.

Table 4,2 Measured ând calculated mechanical parameters of stressed cântilevers

lwrmtt
L4

Sample Bending
hei sht lum)

Dimensions
(um)

Measured
results

Computed
results

Single stressed
cantilever 60

L=360
w=40
t: 0.92

lt : 4.13 kJrz
f::25.6kIIz

.f,t = 4.125 kJIz
lt = 25.8WIz
k:0.0t9340
O= a6

Stressed
CPW

cantilever
OIo.l)

Side
beams 140

L= 600
w :70
t = 0.92

.f t= 1.84kJfz
f: = rt.5 kJlz

.fu: r.364kJtz

.f ;:8.539 kJIz
k= 0.00976
O=12

Center
beam

140

L=520
w=40
t:0.92

l¡ : 1.88 kl{z
f,, : 13.8 ÞJ1z

fi¡ = 2.088 kHz
ft= 13 I þJlz
k:0.005225
o: 10.s

Stressed
CPW

cantilever
(No.2)

Side
beams 130

L-643
w=80
t = 0.92

fit = l.0kJIz
fz :6.56kJ12

.f,.¡ 
: 1.226 kJIz

.f.z:7.687 kJrz
/. = 0.00894
Q = rt.7

Center
beam

130

575
40

t = 0.92

fu = 1.53 kJIz
h :9.r3 kJrz

h: r.708 kJrz
l, = 10.69
Ë = 0.003865
O=7.6
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The measured resonance frequency of the center and side beams of the stressed CPW

cantilever (No.2) in Figve 4.4 is about 1.53 and 1.0 kHz which is in reasonable

agreement with the theoretical value of I .71 and 1 .226 kHz based on the measured

dimensions of CPW cantilever in air, respectively. The reason for the smal1 difference

may be the effect of the A1 layer is neglected in calculation.

4.2 Electrical properties of stressed MEMS CPW cantilevers

4.2.1 Computing the characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constânt

The cross section of a CPW is shown in Figure 4.6 above a thin SiOz film between a

silicon wafer and the conductors. The SiO2 layer can block a dc leakage current flowing

between the CPW center strip conductor and the ground strip conductors since the Si

wafer is not a perfect insulator. The ieakage current is not a concem in the case ofpassive

devices such as couplers and filters. But it can be a serious problem when active devices

are integrated. Since there is a thin SiO2 layer between the Si wafer and CPW conductor

lines, the effect of the SiO2 layer should be considered during calculations of the CPW

characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant.

J w l.- sl w l*--
Conduf,tor

úv1 Si0r

êr2 Si substrate

Figure 4.6 CPW transmission line on two-lâyer substrate.

The equations presented in section 2.3.1 assumed a zero thickness oxide and were

used along with HFSS as the design equations for our CPW. However, to accurately

compare measurements and theory, we will examine in more detail the effect of the oxide

TI'rf
l'
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layer. Figure 4.6 also gives the dimensions of CPW transmission line and the thickness

and dielectric constants of the substrate layers where h: h1+h2.

The characteristic impedance 21 and effective dielectric constant Ê,.eÍ, of fhe CPW a¡e

given as ll9)t621

z. = 
j9LK(kol

' 
'le'"" 

Klks\

e,* = I + qr(c,.1 - € r) / 2 + q 2@,.2 -1) I 2

where the partial filiing factors q,and qrare equ;alfo

K\k,)K(k^)
q,=--"'--'' K(k)K&ol

K(k,\K(k',,)
" K(k)K(k,,)

The modulus of the complete elliptic integrals K(kr) ,K(k), and K(/ro)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

are given as

(4.12)

(4.13\

(4.14)

=(t,r+l)12 which

t-
^) -

kt=

sirú;r(t$ /4h)
sinh{ln(S + zw)ll ah}

sinh(¡6 l4hl)
sit${ln(S +2w)llah\

and k^ = 'S
" S +2W

The complementary moduli is given by t¿, = [4 Q--0, 1, 2).

If å1 tends to infinite, kr=kr=þo and q, = qr:1,hence e,.*

means that dielectric constant of an infinite thickness substrate is e,,

If /zl tends to zero, qt = 0 and the above equation becornes

e,q =1+ qr(e,., -I) 12 (4.rs)

If å1 tends to zero and h2 lends to infinite, qr= 0 arrd q, = I, the €ryî from above

equation is given as
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8,"tr =1+(€,2-1)12 (4.16)

In our cantilevers, the thickness å1 ofthe SiO2 insulating layer is approxìmately 0.36

pm, and the thickness h2 of Si wafer is approximately 325 pm. The approximate (no

oxide) e,.* is given as

ê,"fr' = 1 + (Ê,2 - I) / 2 : 6'45

The t"r. and Zt are calculated using equation (4.15) which includes oxide thickness

effects and using the actual dimensions of the fabricated CPW lines on Si holder (å1 :
0.36 ¡rm , h2:325 pm, w = 52 pm, and S = 96 pm) are given as

er*:6.36

,, - 30¡r K(k'ù :4g.g2 A-' 
''þ- x&ol

Although the above calculated e,n¡ and Zl using CPW dimensions are independent of

the frequency, they are very useful for estimating the propagation parameters ofthe CPW

line on Si holder based on an equivalent circuit model as described in the next section.

4.2.2 The measured and simulated S-parameters

Figure 4.7 shows an on-wafer scattering parameter measurement using an Anritsu (ME-

78084) vector network analyzer (VNA). S-parameters a¡e measured after using an on-

wafer short-openload-thru (SOLT) calibration. Through a coaxial cable, the source

drives the input of a conventional ground-signal-ground (GSG) microwave probe. This

probe has a low loss and a characteristic impedance of50 O.

The transmission coefficient is determined by connecting a second GSG microwave

probe contacting the output ofa CPW line on the silicon holder. The native oxide on the

surface of the CPW conductor was removed immediately prior to the S-parameter

measurements of the CPW cantilevers since the Cu can oxidize and cause poor probe

contact. The electrical con¡ection on-wafer from the GSG probe to the CPW line on Si

holder is made by the means ofpressure contact.
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Since the measured return losses are better than

they indicate that the fabricated CPW lines on Si

14 dB over the entire frequency range,

holder are reasonably weil matched.

:',,:'l.A

Figure 4.8 (a) Ground connected CPW cantilever on SiO2 membrane; (b) CPW transmission line on

Si holder.

Table 4,3 Three pârt dimensions ând dc resistânce of fabricated CPW cantilevers

a b
Center beam Side beams Center beam Side beams

Part 1 :

CPW line
on Si holder

L=3200 pm
w:97 gm

L:3200 ¡rn
w :97 pm

L:3200 m
w=97 p"m

L:3200 pm
w :97 þm

Part2:
transition

on Si holder
200 pm 200 pm

Part 3:
CPW cantilever

in ai¡

I:600 pm
ø,= 35 pm

L: 635 ¡tm
w: 35 pm

dc resistance 0.9 f) 0.67 A
(The thickness ofcopper and aluminum is about 0.92 and 0.21 ¡rm, respectively)

The insertion losses ofboth cases are observed to increase slowly over the frequency

range. For example, the insertion loss ofthe CPW line with cantilever as shown in Figure

4.9 (a) is about 2.9 dB and 3.5 dB at 10 and 20 GHz, respectively. Similarly, the insertion

loss of the CPW tra¡smission line without the CPW cantilever as shown in Figure 4.9 (b)

is approxirnately 2.96 and 3.4 dB at 10 and 20 GHz, respectively. Comparing the
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g0
E

.100

ó

e

E

10 20 30

Frequency(êHz)

Figure 4.10 Magnitude and phase of 521 for the 3200 pm CPW transmission line on Si holder (Figure

4.8 (b), case B).

Using the phase shift d (eiectrical lengfh) of the measured 521 in Figure 4.10 (b), the

effective dielectric constant Ê reff can be calculated. Note that the phase variation is fairly

linear as a function of fiequency. For example, the phase shift á of 3200 pm CPW

transmission line on Si holder changes 92.'\2 degree at 10 GHz, the phase constant p in
radians per millimetre and €,ef arc initially estirnated as follows:

ß! =ilrDes¡= 
0 ï" 180

2n. 0

4 180

^a2trf-p=-=-^l€*nu u¡ '

U¡
4l =1-

, ,2 r2 .2

'..,=[4+] =(:+l =[ ¡"to""qz'rz l:r.ro-rett \+r 1 \zooU ) l:ooxlzooxto oxl0xr0qJ

(4.r7)
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where the speed oflight is ua : 3x708 mls and the length of the CPW line on Si holder is

l:3200 pn.

Using above equations, the effective dielectric constant and attenuation constant per

millimeter of a CPW line on a Si holder (palt 1) at frequency range 0.04-40 GHz are

calculated as shown in Figure 4.11. The measured S-parameters of a total 3200 ¡rm CPW

line on Si holder given in Figure 4.10 were used. As seen in figures, lhe t,* becomes

nearly level at frequencies above 10 GHz. The computed ê,.af : 6.36 using the equation

(4.15) and dimensions of CPW line on Si holder as described in the last section is

independent of the frequency. At very low frequencies of a few gSgahertzes, lhe e,.", in

Figure 4.1 1 (a) is very large and decreases quickly. It is not valid due to offset error in

measured 521 in Figure 4. 10 (a).

A more valid method of determining e,.* would be to use the local slope of Figure

4.10(b). At first, we smooth the phase curve in Figure 4.10(b) and take away the offset

value at very low fiequencies (suppose the phase starts at zero), and then calculate fhe

local slope as follows:

L0 _02(f2)-et(fl)
4fL,f

,, uo òa 2tr\f
' ,lu,ro ðP Le t t

- -luoar4' -l,o oel' -l uo oel
",<r -l 2i,^f | -lr,t 

^f 
) -L;Y,. 

)

e.", =l1-uo ,re( 
f + tfl- o(f) 

r1'

The attenuation constant a in nepers per millimeter using the measured S-parameters

in Figure 4. 10 (a) is calculated by [63]:

lLoss(d?)l= ltotose-"' j = 20altose =B.6B6at
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Loss

8.686t

The attenuation constant is also plotted in Figure 4.11 (b) and is low in entire

flequency range. Table 4.4 gives the propagation parameters of CPW line on Sì holder

þart 1) at selected frequencies as calculated using equations (4.18), (4.19), and (4.20).

0.16

0.14

0.12

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00

E
e

cl
z

o

p

10 20 30

Frequency (GHz)

10 20 30

Frequency (Gilz)

Figure 4.11 Effective dielectric constant and attenuâtion constânt per millimeter using measured S-

parameters of Figure 4.10.

Table 4.4 Propâgation parameters per millimeter of 3200 ¡m CPW line on Si holder

(part l) using measured S-parameters in Figure 4.10

2) HFSS simulation S-parameters

Since the CPW transrnission line is not a perfect conductor, it has a dc resistance. In

HFSS 9 simulation, the total losses should also consider the loss caused by dc resistance

of the CPW line. A dc resistance can be used to compensate for the losses at low

fíequencies of a few gigahertzes in HFSS simulation. The calculated dc resistance of the

requency
(GHz)

Loss
(dB/mm)

Phase
(Deg./mm)

Effective
dielectric

Attenuâtion

ø, (nepers/mm)

illase consta

Á (rads/mm)
Propagation

constant Í
t0 0.936 28.79 5.7 6 0. 08 0.502 0. 08+0.502i
20 t.022 56.06 5.44 0. t8 0.980 0. 18+0.980i
30 1.130 83.66 5.39 0 t.462 0. 24+1.462
40 1.284 111.05 5.35 0 48 1.938 0. 48+1.938
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In addition, the simulated S-parameters in Figure 4.12 are in reasonable agreement

with the measured S-parameters in Figure 4.9. There is particularly agreement for the

case with no cantilever (Figre 4.9 (b), 4.10, 4.12 (b). The simulated return losses at port

1 and port 2 for the two cases a¡e different due to asymmetrical structure. The inserlion

losses of the two cases have almost the same range from 1 dB to 5 dB in the frequency

range 0.04 - 40 GHz.

Sìmilarly, using equations (4. 18) and (4. 19) and the simulation S-parameters of

Figxe 4.12 (b), the effective dielectric constant and attenuation constant per millimeter at

fiequency range 0.04-40 CHz are calculated and given in Figure 4.13. These results are

compared with the measured €,."u and attenuation per millimeter in the Figure 4.1I using

measured S-parameters. The difference between calculated and measured a,- is about I

at fiequencies above l0 GHz and discrepancy in the attenuation may be due to the

selected loss tangent 0.02 in HFSS simulation which is too low at low frequency and too

high at high frequency. Table 4.5 gives the simulated propagation parameters of a CPVi/

line on Si holder (part 1) at sorne seiected Íìequencies.

E
E

z

.9

E
e
.E

:
€
r¡J

7

7.6

7.4

7.2

7.0

0.

0.1

0.

0.

0

0.04

'10 20 30

Frequency (GHr)

Figure 4.13 Effective dielectric constant and attenuation constânt per millimeter using simulat€d S-

pârameter in Figure 4.12 (b).
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irequency
(GHz)

Loss
(dB/mm)

Phase
'Deg./mm)

Effective
dielectric

Attenuation

a, (nepers/mm)
'hase constant

Br (rads/mm)
Propagation

constant Í
10 0.s06 31 .2 6.76 0.058 0.545 0.058+0.545i
20 0.7 61.94 6.63 0.081 1.08 0.081+1.08i
30 0.81 3 92.70 6.64 0.094 1.618 0.094+ 1 .618i
40 1.309 100.87 6.69 0.1 51 2.167 0.151+2.167i
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T¿ble 4,5 Propâgâtion pârâmeters per millimeter of 3200 pm CPW line on Si holder (part 1) using

simulated S-parameter in Figure 4.11(b)

For part 3, the simulated S-parameter magnitude and phase of the 575 pm CPW

cantilever in air are given in Figure 4.14. The correspondingly simulated attenuation

constant and phase constant per millimeter are calculated from the simulated S-parameter

of the 575 ¡rm CPW cantilever in air using equations (a.18) and (4.19) and are given in

Figure 4.15. The e,* of the CPW cantilever in air is equal to 1. The attenuation constant

shows the CPW cantilever in air is almost lossless. Tal:le 4.6 gives the propagation

parameters ofCPW cantilever in air (part 3) at some selected frequencies.

0.000

-0.004

E

E -o,ooe

-0.012

s75 !h CPw llne lnalr(pån3)
'¡S 

rm Ct W linê ¡¡ å¡r (Frl 3)

b

ô

10 20 30

Frequency (GHz)

10 20 30 40
Frequency(GHz)

Figure 4,14 S11 mâgnitud€ ând phase of a 575 pm CPW transmissiotr line in air
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3.Ox1O 
J

2.5x1

2.0x10 
3

l.5x

1.0x103

5.0x10 
{

Figure 4.15 Attenuation constant and phâse coDstânt per millimeter using simulâted S-parâmeters of

575 pm CPW cantilever in air.

Table 4.6 Propagation pârameters per millimeter of 575 pm CPW cantilever in air

(part 3) using simulated S-parameter

3) Equivalent circuit model

In order to formulate a basic propagation equation of a MEMS CPW cantilever

mounted by a Si holder, an ABCD matrix is selected. ABCD parameters are used because

the overall results of a cascade of circuits can be easily determined by chaining the

matrices from the individual circuits together. The three parts of the entire CPW

cantilever can be considered as a two-port network shown in Figure 4.16 (a.). The total

ABCD matrix of entire CPW cantilever is given by

IABCDtotur] : [ABCDp",r rJIABCDpu,t z][ABCDpu,t :J

IABCDrorul] : IABCDcpw-o"-¡o1¿.,] [ABCD1,¿n,¡tion] [ABCDcpw-"anrilever-in-airJ

E
E
E;
c

F¡e$€ncy (GHz)

.fequency

(GHz)
Loss

(dB/mm)
Phase

Deg./mm)
Effective
dielectric

Attenuation

r., (nepers/nrm)

Phâse constant

B3 (radVmm)
Propagation

constant %

l0 3.63E-04 9.7 5 9.24F-05 0.210 9.24F-05+0.210i
20 1.73E-03 18.93 4.03E-04 0.419 4-03F-04+0.419
30 4.938-03 30.48 I . l0E-03 0.628 1.10E-03+0.628i
40 1.1',7F-02 42.24 2.728-03 0.838 2.'728-03+0.838i
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Since the transition, a tapered CPW transmission line on Si holder, is small ìn length

and is 50 O characteristic impedance, the above ABCD matrices can be merged and

rewritten as

IABCDtot^t] : IABCDcpw-t*'.itio,'-nn-¡or¿"J IABCDcp."v-cantileuer-i,,-ai.]

Therefore, ABCD matrices are easily written as

I cosh zZ Z, sinhv,Ll
[ABCDcpw-ton.;,ton-on-¡ol¿.J : I - .." ': 

I

lY,sinhy,L coshy,L )

where ¿ = LfLz= 3.0+0.2 = 3.2 mm , 4: 48.92 Q, Yt: llzt, and propagation constant

¡ per millimeter of CPW line on Si holder (part I ) was given in Figure 4. 1 I as based on

measured results.

f cosh zl-. Z. siñtv.L.1
LABCDcpw-."n,;r.'er-¡n-a¡r]=1,, ." :':'l

Llr sinh %¿j cosh 7rZ, l
where 13 = 600 pm, Zt: 141.8 Q, \= 1l\, and propagation constant % per millimeÍe

ofCPW cantilever in air (part 3) as was given in Figure 4.15 based on simulated results.

Using ABCD approach, it is very easy to design different lengths of CPW line on Si

holder þart 1) and CPW cantilever in air (part 3) and calculate its total ABCD

parameten. The S-parameters of the final 2-port network, Figure 4.16 (b), can then be

calculated using total ABCD parameters as follows:

+A+BYo-CZt)-D
+A+BYo+CZo+D

o,. 2(AD - BC)
tJlZ--

+A+BYo+CZo+D

(4.2t)

(4.22)

(4.23).ç21 = +A+BYo+CZo+D

-A+BYn-CZ^+D
\4.24)+A+BYo+CZo+D

A CPW cantìlever mounted with a CPW line on a Si holde¡ can now be considered as

shown in Figure 4.16 (a). In order to calculate its reflection coefficient of the entire

structure for different tenninations, the equivalent circuit model is inserted between the
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unknown load and source impedance as shown in Figure 4.16 (b). The source and load

impedance are assumed lo Zs and Zr, respectively. To reduce unwanted reflections in

high frequency circuits, the transrnission lines have to be impedance matched. In most

cases, the source impedance is always designed as 50 Q.

, CPW transmission line Transition CPW cantilever in ai¡
, on Si holder

I

Sorra"a J

I

I

50ÇJ h Ir Lz I42 ç¿ Ts Ls

rsØ$
sl2

I-r. €¿') f"'r

Figure 4.16 Equivâlent circuit model for a CPW cantilever mounted CPW line on Si hold€r

(a) Cascade circuit; (b) S-parameter flow graph and equivalent model terminated in load 21.

In the equivalent circuit model, input reflection coefficient 1.,, can be calculated and

determined in terms of the load ref'lection coefficient lr, while output reflection

coefficient Ii, cm be calculated and determined in terms of the source reflection

coefficient f5. The source and the output reflection coefficients have arrows pointing

toward the left. They are related by the relationship.

a, =lrb,

4 = S1lat + 512a, = Sllq, + 512\b2

I

I

tLoad
I
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bz = S2lat + 522a, -- S21at + S22lrb2

, 521a.
h_ t"'- l -,q)21-

b, = stta,+ sl2r- s2la'
't-s22\

- _b, _",,, sl2^ç21f7 _sl l-^-5T'?
Jrr-T--"' at l-S22fr l-S22fr

^S 
= 51 1522 - S12S21

- Zr-Zn f,, -Sll
' Zr + Zo Il,,S22 - 

^S

42 1-51 1ts 1-51 1r"

z- -z^ I -s22
l" ---" Z.+Zo Iì,,,S1 1-^S

(4.26)

(4.2s)

(4.21)

(4.28)

Note the last equation is not valid when S12 is zero. When S12 is zero, 1,, is always

equal to S11. When S12 is not zero, then the f,, is not equal to S11.

Similarly, the I1,,, is related to the 15. The relationship is as follows.

I:,,, _ b, _ on" , sl 2s2 llì _ s22 - 
^sTs

It is irnportant to point out that Ç, is not equal to S11 and that I1,,, is not equal to

522. They have equality only when the opposite port is terminated in a zero reflection

coefficient impedance or when S 12S21 : 0.

When the load Z¡ is changed, ft changes. Changing load ^Z1 does not affect the loú or

the ls. Similarity, the fs does not affect the ln or the ft. The fs does affect the fou1.

4) Different load conditions

(l) If a lossy CPW transmìssion line, which has dielectric and conductor loss, has a

matched source and load, Zo = Z¡: Zs, f1 = fr : 0, then 51 i = ,S22 = 0. The scattering

matrix for the lossy CPW line is then given by
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lslr sr2l Io n''f I o n-an-itrl I o 
"at 

,jel
'-fszr s22.1-Le ,, 0 .l-le',r',ø o )-ln-,n-i' 0 l
where et =cosh(/)+sinh(lÐ, y=a+.jp and the length of transmission iine is / and

phase shift á is negative for a positive length 1ine. a is the attenuation constant and p

is the phase constant for the transmission line. The input reflection coefficient is given as

r =sr r+sl2s2ll'/ -o"' 1-S22f^

For a lossless Cr* lin" transmission line with a matched load and source, a : 0, fa
: fs :0, and ,S1 1 = 522: A. Therefore the S-paramete¡ mafix becomes

lsll sl2l Io orefS=l l=l - - 
|

LS2l 522) l, '' 0 I
The input reflection coefficient is given as

L, = S1 1 + S12S21lr l(1 - S22lr) :0

(2) If the equivalent circuit model is terminated in an open circ¡;it, Z"¡: co, then f1 = 1 .

The input reflection coeffìcient is given as

¡,, = 51 1* 
rl2Elr' 

= st t * fttl-t-t (4.2s)- l-s22fr t-s22

3) If the equivalent circuit model is terminated in a shorl circ:.lit, Zr:0, then ft: -1. 1'¡"

input reflection coefficient is given as

f,. = sl 1+ 
sl2s2lL - sl i- sl2s2l

- t- s22tr t+ s22 (4'30)

The input retum loss can be expressed in dB as

Retum loss (dB): -20iog,.(1,,) (4.31)
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4.2.2,2 CPW cantilever mounted on a 5000 pm CPW line on Si holder

Figure 4.17 shows a ground connected stressed MEMS CPW cantilever. The measured

dimensions are given in Table 4.7 . In the previous section 4.1 we measured its

mechanical properties, such as resonant frequency, quality factor, and spring constant and

were given in Table 4.2 (No.2).

The measured magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficìent are given in Figure

4.18 (a). The measured retum loss is below 7.5 dB in the range 0.04-40 GHz. The

reflection loss result is mainly due to insertion loss of the CPW líne and the termination

which is an open circuit at the end of the cantilever. The oscillations in Figure a.18 (a)

are due to the input impedance varying from high to low as the electrical length varies

through 90 degrees. From the measured S-parameters in Figure a.9 @), the loss of a 3200

pm CPW transmission line on Si holder is about 3.4 dB af 20 GHz. The loss of the 5000

¡rm CPW transmission line on Si holder will be larger than that of 3200 pn CPW

transmission line on Si holder. Note, the phase in Figure 4.18 (a) ìs already corrected

using the phase compensation of open circuit in the same condition (we will discuss

latter). The measured phase in Figure 4.18 (a) should begin at zero, but it is

approximately 30' at very low frequency (we don't give in the thesis). The phase varies

more rapidly due to a reference plane er¡or.

Figure 4.17 A ground connected stressed MEMS CPW cântilever (a) 3D yierv; (b) Top view.
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Table 4.7 Three pârt dimensions and dc resistânce of fabricated CPW cantileYer

Part I :

CPW line
on Si holder

Part 2:
transition

on Si holder

Part 3:

CPW cantilever
in air

dc
resistance

Center
beam

I: 5000 ¡rm
w:9'l m 200 pm

L:575¡tm
w=40um 1.2Q

Side
beams

Z: 5000 pm
w:97 um

L=643 pm
w= 40 um

In addition, the one-port reflection coefficient can be calculated using the equivalent

circuit model terminated in an open circuit. Therefore it is considered as a one-port

network and its reflection coeflcient is calculated as follows.

The total ABCD parameters of a CPW cantilever mounted a CPW line on a Si holder are

given as

IABCDt"t"t] = [ABCDcpw-t,unsit¡on-on-holder] [ABCDCpw-canti]ever-ìn-air]

I cosh zl- Z. sinh v.L1
[ABCDçpv-¡on.¡r¡on-on-trol¿eJ - | '' 

I

l)2, sinh¡f coshy,L )

where Z = LiLz = 5.2 mm, Zt: 48.92 Q, \: ll4, and propagation constant ,1 per

millimeter based on measured results of part 1 and is given in Figure 4.11 andTable 4.4.

I cosh 2.1-. 7- sinh v.l,.f
IABCDcpw-""n¡1""".-i.-"iJ : I o..,, sinh y,L, cosh 7rl, l
where Z: : 575 pm, h: 141.8 O, f3 : 1|ft, and propagation constant y, in ai per

millimetre based on simulated results of part 3 is given in Figure 4.15 and Table 4.6.

Then, S-parameters can be calculated using total ABCD parameters. In this case of

the equivalent circuit model terminated in an open circuit, lr: 1, the input reflection

coefficient in terms of equation (4.31) is given as

|'. =Sl t+S12S2lfr -Sll+'9l2S2l"' 1- S22tr I - 522

The magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of the ground connected CPW

cantilever are calculated using the equivalent circuit model terminated in an open circuit

and are given in Figure 4.18 (b). Table 4.8 gives total ABCD parameters, S-parameters,
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and reflection coeffrcients using the equivalent circuit model terminated in an open

circuit at selected frequencies. Figure 4.18 (c) gives the HFSS simulation reflection

coeffrcient results.

In comparison wìth the measured results in Figure 4.18 (a), the curves of reflection

coefficient using the equivalent circuit model and using HFSS simulation are similar. The

possible reason causing the discrepancy of reflection coefficient is that the¡e is a small

capacitance at the end of CPV/ cantilever in air between the center beam and ground-

connected side beams.

The phase error of reflection coefficient using the equivalent model is also about 30

degrees at very low frequency. The same result is given by the measured phase in Figure

4. 18 (a) (before it is corrected). However they should begin at zero.

Table 4.8 ABCD and S-parameters ofCPW cântilever mounted 5000 pm CPW line on Si holder

using equivalent circuit model in an open circuit

ABCD parameters S-parameters Re flection
coefficienl

l0 GHz
A=-0.94608+0.28869i
B: -26.462 +16.083i
C=-0.09121 +0.01251i
D = -1.1467 + 0. 15512i

s1 1:-0.0s5161+ 0.030434i
s12: -0.53955 - 0.24384i
s2t : -0.53955 - 0.24384i
s22 : 0.020526 + 0. I 5 1 43i

0.13527 + 0-32852i

20 GHz
A : 0 .29322+0 .58064i
B = 25.589+48.089i
C = 0.0031455-0.022621
D : 0.99685-0.5t622i

slt: -0.072704 - 0.06479si
512=0.27962+O.45s26i
S2l=0.27962+0.45526i
s22 : 0.0947 1 + 0.2',7 355i

0.28123 - 0.15343i

30 GHz,
A: 0.42553+0.51454i
B : -11.89+7 5.449i
C = 0.004426+0.02065i
D: -0.47683+0.78474i

S11 = 0.050738 - 0.11689ì
512= -0.0094475 - 052099i
521=-0.009 447 5 -0.5209 9 i
s22:0.20005 + 0.35162i

0.23807 + 0.23152i

40 GHz
A = -1.0456-0.31453i
B: -20.065-96.264i
c: -0.013446-0.0102i
D: -0.64768-1-23886i

S1 1 = 0.097986 + 0.036138i
s12: -0.23482 + 0.33852i
s2I: -0.23482 + 0.33852i
s22: 0.31743 + 0.38789i

0.1322 - 0.177341
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Figure 4.18 Mâgnitude and phâse of S-param€ter of CPW cântileveÌ mounted 5000 pm CPW on â Si
holder in F'igure 4.17 using (a) Measurement; (b) Equivalent circuit model; (c) HFSS simutation.
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Chapter 4 Characteristics of CPW ca¡tilevers a¡d discussion

Although the enors of the equivalent circuit model and HFSS simulation are very

large, both methods can be used to estimate S-parameter of different lengths of CPW

cantilever or CPW line on Sì holder without complicated microwave equipment. The

possible reasons fo¡ large errors are that the selected loss tangent 0.02 in HFSS

simulation is too low at low ffequencies and too high at high frequencies and the

frequency shift is due to the method we used to estimate a,.nr' .

4.2.2.3 CPW cantilevers with ground connected for both ends

Figure 4.19 shows the fabricated MEMS CPW cantilevers with ground connections at

both ends. One is a CPW cantilever suspended by a thin SiO2 membrane as shown in

Figure 4.19 (a) and another is a CPW cantilever suspended in air as shown in Figure 4.19

(b). The membrane is the remained SiO2 layer after backside KOH deep etch. Both CPW

cantilevers have the same dimensions given in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9 Three pârt dimensions and dc resistånce offabricated CPW cantilevers

Part 1 :

CPW line
on Si holder

Part 2:
Transition

on Si holder

Part 3:
CPW ca¡tileve¡ with

or without membrane

dc
resistance

Center
beam

L=2600 pm
w:9'7 um 200 pm

Z=600pm
w=35um 0.80 c¿

Side
beams

Z = 2800 pm
w =97 um

L: 635 ¡tm
w = 37.5 um
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The measured reflection coefficients of the CPW ca¡tilevers 'ti/ith and without thin

SìO2 membrane at fiequency range from 0.04 to 40 GHz are shown in Figure 4.20 (a).

(The phases are already corrected using the phase compensation of open ci¡cuit in the

same condition.). The magnitude and phase curves of reflection coefficients are almost

the same in shape, respectively. This demonstrates the repeatability of both the

fabrication method and probing method. Comparing the two cases, the CPW cantilever

either with or without a SiO2 membrane shows it is not an ìmportant factor in electrical

performance. It indicates the membrane below the CPW cantilever does not affect the

reflection coefficient of CPV/ cantilever. The reflection losses indicate corresponding

average transmission loss of approximately 3 dB over the frequency range. Therefore, the

propagation properties of the stressed MEMS CPW cantilever with and without

membrane are also mainly determined by those of CPW transmission line on Si holder.

The atrplitude of reflection loss for the two cases varies by approximately 4 dB f¡om 4

dB to 8 dB. It is reasonable that its loss is less than that of the CPW cantilever mounted

5000 pm CPW line on Si holder in Figure 4.18 (a), where the amplitude ofreflection loss

varied by approximately 5 dB from 7.5 dB to 12.5 dB.

Using the equivalent circuit model, the magnitude and phase of the S I I of the CPW

cantilever mounted 2600 ¡rm CPW line on Si holder with ground connected for both ends

are calculated and shown in Figure 4.20 (b). Since ìts length is shorter than the 5000 pm

CPW line on Si holder in Figure 4.17, iÎ is reasonable that the reflection loss in Figure

4.20 (b) is srnaller than that in Figure 4. I 8 (b).

The HFSS simulation S11 of the 600 ¡rm CPW cantilever mounted on a 2600 ¡rm

CPW transmission line on Si holder with ground connected for both ends is also shown in

Figure 4.20 (c). The possible reasons for the large errors are that there is a small

capacitance at the end of CPW cantilever in air between the center beam and ground-

connected side beams-
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4.2.2.4 SOLT calibration

Figure 4.21 shows a simple block diagram of a vector network analyzer (\¡NA) in

microwave measurement. The S-parameter measurement consists of a device under test

(DUT) embedded in a fixture connected to the VNA with appropriate cables. The point at

which the DUT connects with the measurement system is defined as the DUT ¡eference

plane. Measuring the characteristics ofdevices on a wafer 1evel is achieved by connecting

microwave probes directly to the wafe¡.

However, any measurement includes not only that of the DUT, but contributions from

the fixture and cables as well. With increasing frequency, the electrical contribution of

the fixture and cables becomes increasingly significant.

DIJT
reference
plane

DIIT
reference
plane

Figure 4.21 A VNA in microwave measurement [641.

Sources of uncertainty or error in \ô{A measurements are primarily the result of

systematic, random, and drift errors. The latter two effects tend to be unpredictable and

therefore cannot be removed from the measurement. They are the results of factors such

as system noise, connector repeatability, temperature variations, and physical changes

within the VNA. Systematic errors are repeatable and can be largely removed through a

process of calibration. Of the three, systematic errors are generally the most significant,

particularly at RF and microwave frequencies. To lessen the contribution of systemic

error, remove contributions of cabling and fixturing, and therefore enïance measùrement
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accrl;tacy, the \ô{A must first be calibrated though a process of applying and rneasuring

standards in lieu of the DUT. In calibration, such errors are quantified by measuring

characteristics of known devices (standards). Hence, once quantified, systematic errors

can be removed ffom the resulting measurement.

In this thesis, S-parameters a¡e measured using on wafer short-openload{hru

(SOLT) calibration. Figure 4.22 shows two-poft and one-por1 \ôJA error models. By

measuring the full two-port S-parameters of a set of known references such as opens,

shorts, matched loads, and known lengths of transmission lines, a system ofequations can

be derived that includes the error terms. The error terms can then be solved for and

appiied to the results of the measurement of an unknown two-port device to correct for

measurement system deviations from the ideal. DUT parameters S11 and S21 can be

described as functions of 31lM, S21M, S12M, S22M and the six forward error terms in

Figtre 4.22 (a). Likewise, Sl2 and S22 are ñ¡nctions of the four measured S-parameters

and six reverse error terms. Hence, when each ero¡ coefficient is known, the DUT S-

parameters can be detennined from uncorrected measurement. Therefore, SOLT

calibration is essentially the process of determining these error coefficients.

R.F

stl

x)û'

'tN

IM

I
En¡ Es¡

xR¡

s2l
sIl s22

su

n 3?1M

E)iR Port 1

plane

(a) Typical two-port \î{A error model: forward model (left) and reverse model (right).

E ¡¡'
Enr Esr

I

Reference
plane

(b) One-port \ôtrA error model for reflection coefficient measurements

Figure 4.22 Two-port and one-port VNA error models [64]
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In this thesis we used on-wafer calibration standard to measure the error terms. The

Anritsu (ME-7808.4) \,'IIA then automatically applies these to produce acfual DUT s-

paÍameters.

Fig:re 4.23 (a) gives the S-parameter magnitude and phase of a shorl circuit done

with the GSG probe contacting the CPW copper material on the Si holder. Figure 4.23 (b)

gives the S-parameter magnitude and phase of an open circuit. It exhìbits imperfections

because fünging and radiated fields at the end of the transmission line result in phase and

amplitude errors. The difference between the phase of a reflected wave of an open and a

shoÍ circuit is approximately 180 degrees.

The measured phase deviation with frequency shouid be constant. However, Figure

4.23 (b) shows a variation of500' over 40 GHz (corresponding to a physical length of 1

cm in air). This phase error would be evident in measured results of S 1 1 . A correction in

phase of 500/40 GHz : 12.5 '/GHz was applied to the measured results in Figure 4. 18 (a)

and 4.20 (a) to compensate for this. Another method is to use the measu¡ed phases in

Figure 4.18 (a) and 4.20 (a) subtract the phase of open circuit in Figure 4.23 þ) and we

will get actual phase of the two cases.
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Figure 4.23 Magnitude ând phase ofshort circuit ând open circuit.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and future work

5.1 Conclusions

A new MEMS CPW cantileve¡ was introduced in this thesis to overcome the limitations

of conventional cantilevers in EFM. The detaìled steps of design, modeling, simulation,

fabrication, and testing the MEMS CPW cantilevers were presented.

Through analyzing the selection considerations for the design of CPW cantilevers,

high-resistivity silicon and copper are selected as the substrate and conductor,

respectively. Theo¡etical desigl equations give the relationship between the characteristic

impedance, effective dielectric constant, attenuation, and dimensions of CPW lines and

also give the optimum dimensions of CPW cantilevers to reduce losses. The HFSS

numerical electromagnetic simulation progam allowed for simulation, modification, and

verification of the designed CPW cantilevers.

The stressed MEMS CPW cantilevers were fabricated on a high resistivity Si wafer at

the MEMS lab of Universìty of Manitoba. The stressed CPW cantilevers were

approximately 640 ¡rm long with a corresponding bending height of 130 ¡rm. A simple

model was developed to explain the reasons causing the bending in the stressed MEMS

cantilevers. Using the measured dimensions of CPW cantilevers, the stress, resonant

ÍÌequency, spring constant, and quality factor were calculated. Measured results of

resonant frequency were consistent with computed results.

With respect to the electrical propertìes ofCPW cantilevers, the measured retum loss

of the CPW cantilever was found to be dominated by the lossy CPW-on-Si holder section

of the cantilever. This was approximately 3 dB at 20 GHz. ln comparison with calculated

S-parameter using an equivalent circuit model and simulated results using HFSS, the

measured S-paraureters were discussed and analyzed. Both the equivalent circuit model

and HFSS simulation can approximately predict the S-parameters of the stressed CPW

cantilever.
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5.2 Future work

5.2.1 Fabrication the CPW cantilever tip

The next step in the development of high-speed cantilevers for applícation in dynamic

EFM is to fabricate a probe tip at the end of central beam of the CPW cantilever. The

detailed fabrication steps of a MEMS CPW cantilever which has an integrated probe tip

is shown in Figure 5.1 and given as follows:

1 . Deposit photoresist on both sides of Si wafer covered with SiOz insulating layers.

2. Use mask I to def,rne the cavity and V-groove on backside of Si wafer, expose

and develop photoresist.

3. BOE etch exposed SiO2 regions at backside of Si wafer.

4. KOH deep etch for backside of Si wafer.

5. Use mask 2 to define cantilever beam regions and form the unwanted SiO2

regions on frontside, expose and develop photoresìst.

6. BOE etch SiO2 at unwanted regions at fiontside of Si wafer.

7. Deposit photoresist and use mask 3 to define cantilever tip.

8. Use XeF2 etch to form the tip on the frontside of Si wafer and remove the

photoresist.

9. Deposit the metals and then photoresist; use the mask 4 to apply and pattem the

CPW transmission lines on frontside of Si wafer.

10. Metal etchant to remove metai at unwanted regions.

11. Remove photoresist and use XeF2 gas backside etch the remained Si wafer at

membrane to release CPW cantilever.

12. CPW cantilever with tip suspended in air. CPW cantilever is mounted by Si

holder

5.2.2 CPW cantilever tip in EFM

Future research on this topic would involve implementing a stressed CPW cantilever with

tip in an EFM configuration and analyzing its performance for the measurement of high

frequency signals at the internal nodes of an IC.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Masks for MEMS CPW cantilevers

Backside mask 1 (g1ass for 2 inch diameter Si wafer)
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Frontside mask 2 (36x34.8 mm glass)
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Frontside mask 3 (35x33.6 mm glass)
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